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` 

 ތޢަާރަފު

العَـالَمِـين، وَالصّـلاة وَالسّلام علـى سيدنا محـمَّدٍ، خاتم الأنبياء والمرسلين، وَعلـى آلـه وَصَحْبـِهِ أجمـعـيناَلحمَْـدُ لِلـّهِ رَبّ 

ކރުެވުނ2021ުުުުު އެކަމަށްުމސައަްކަތްު ގިނަުކަނތްއަްތަކއެްުކުރުމަށްުރޭވިު ވަނަުއަހރަަކވީެސްުމޯލްޑވިސްްުމީޓއިޮރޮލޖޮިކލަްުސަރވސިއްިންު

ހަރަށްުކަނޑއަެޅުނުުލަނޑުދނަޑިތއަްުޙާޞލިްުކުރުމަށްުމިސަރވސިއްއާިުމިސަރވސިގްެުދަށނުްުހިނގާުއެންމެހާުއިދާރާތކަނުުްުއައަހަރެކވެެ.ުު

ކޮވިޑްު ކުރވެުނވެެ.ު މސައަްކަތްު ނ19ުުުު-ކެނޑިނޭޅިު އަރއަގިަނވެިފއަިު އަދިވެސްު ބަލމިަޑކުމަުންު ބއައެްުގެު އަހަރވުެސްު ވޭތވުެދިޔަު ުވމުއާެކުު

ުކުނވްެސްުވަނީުވަރަށްުފުރހިމަައަށްުމސައަްކަތްުކށޮްފއަެވެ.ުުުމޅުއިަހަރަށްުބލައާިރުުހރުިހާުގޮފިތަުއއަިނމަަވސެްުދތަިކމައެްމސައަްކަތްތަކަށްު

ުު ތަފ2021ުުްމިރިޕޯރޓްގއަި މސައަްކަތތަަކގުެު ބޑޮެތިު އަދިު މުހއިމްުު ކުރެވނުުު މަޢލުމޫާތއާިު މސޫމުީު ކުރެވފިއަިވާު ރެކޯރޑްު ޞލީުްުވަނއަަހަރުު

ުހިމަނާފއަިުވނާއެެވެު.

ު
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ުތަޞައްވުރުު
 

ދމެެހއެްޓނެވިުިު ރއަްކތާެރިކމަށައާިު ރއަްޔިތުނގްެު ސަލމާަތއާިު ރއާޖްޭގެު

ދނިމުއާި،ުު ޚދިުމަތްތއަްު ބިނެހެލމުއާިބެހޭު މސޫމުއާިު ބޭނުނވްާު ތަރައްޤީއަށްު

 ތަރއަްޤީުކުރމުއާިުކރުއިެރުވނުްު

 އަމޒާުު

ުު ދމެހޓެްެނިވި އޖިްތމިޢާީު އަދިު އިޤްތިޞދާީު ބނޭނުްވާުރއާޖްޭގެު ުުތަރައްޤީއަށްު

ބިންހެލމުއާިުމސޫމުއާިބެހޭުމަޢުލޫމާތުުކމައާިބެހޭުފަރާތްތކަަށްުފޯރކުޮށދްިނމުއާި،ުު

ރއަްޔިތނުންއާިު ކާރސިތާަކުންު ޤުދރުަތީު އަތުވދެާނެު ގޅުިގެންު މސޫމުއާިު

ށްުލިބޭުގއެްލުންތއަްުކުޑަކރުމުށަުްުރަށްރަށއާިުމދުަލއާިުއިންފރްސާްޓްރކަްޗަރއަ

ރއާޖްޭގެު ފރޯުކޮށދްީު މަޢުލމޫާތުު އަދިު މޝަްވަރާު ލަފއައާިު ބޭނުންވާު

އުެނގުޭު ކުުރނަް ޚުިޔާރު ރުއަްކާތެރވިާނގޭޮތް ކުާރިސާތކަުން ޤުދުުރަތީ ރއަްޔިތުންނކަީ

 ޤާބިލކްަންުލިބިފއަިވާުބަޔަކށަްުހދެުންު

 ތަޞައްވުރުު
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ުމަސއަްކަތތްައްު

 ދިވހެިރއާޖްޭގއަިުމީޓއިޮރލޮޖޮީުއއާިުބހެޭުކަނތްއަްތައްުރވާައިުހިނގްާުތރައަްޤީކޮށްުބެލެހއެޓްުންު. •

ކމައާިބެހުޭުުު،ރއާޖްޭގެުއިޤްތިޞދާީުއދަިުއޖިްތިމާޢީުދމެެހއެްޓެނވިިުކުރއިެރުމަށްުބޭނުނވްާުމސޫމުއާިުބިންހެލމުއާިުބެހޭުމަޢލުމޫާތުުބަލަހއަްޓއަި •

 މމިޢަުލމޫާތުުބޭނނުްވާުފަރތާްތަކށަްުލިބނޭެުއިންތޒިާމްުހމަޖައެސްުންު.ު،"ުއއެްުޤއާމިުކޮށް"ނޮލޖެްބސޭް

 މީޓއިޮރޮލޖޮއީއާިބެހޭުސއަިންޓިފކިްުމޢަުލޫމާތުުއއެްކށޮް،ުބަލަހއަްޓއަިުބނޭނުްވާުފަރާތްތކަަށްުމމިަޢުލޫމާތުުފޯރކުށޮްދިނުން.ުު •

ރއާޖްެއަށްުދމިވާދެާނެުސުނމާީުފދަަުޤުދުރަތީުހދާސިއާާއިގުޅޭުއިންޒާރލުބިޭނެުގތޮްތއަްުހދޯއަި،ުއެފދަުަުމސޫުމަށްުއަންނަުބަދލަުތކަާުގޅުިގނެުްު •

 އިންޒާރުުދިނނުްު.

ގުެުޤުދރުަތގީޮތުންނއާިުއެނޫނވްެސްުގތޮކަުންުދމިވާާުނވުަތަުދމިާވދެާނެުފދަަުހާދސިާޔކަުގެުގއެްލުނތްއަްުލަފކާުރމުއާި،ުއެފަދަުހާދިސާތކަު •

ހޯު ގޅުގިެނުްުމަޢުލޫމާތުު ފަރތާްތަކާު ކމަާބެހޭު އަދިު ފޯރކުޮށދްިނމުއާިު މޢަުލޫމާތުު އެު ވަގުތަށްު ބޭނުނވްާު ފރަތާްތަކަށްު ކމަާބެހޭު ދމުއާި،ު

 ރއަްކާތެރވިމުުގެުފިޔވަަޅުތއަްުއޅެުންު.

 ޓުންު.ދިވހެިރއާޖްެއަށްުއަންނަުބިނހްެލމުއާި،ުސުނމާީުފަދަުޤދުުރަތީުހާދސިތާަކއާިގުޅޭުމަޢުލޫމާތުުރިކޯޑކްޮށްުބލެެހއެްު •

 .ދވިެހރިއާޖްޭގެުމެރިންުމޓީއިޮރޮލޖޮއީއާިބެހޭުކަންތއަްތއަްުރާވއަިުހިނގްއަިުތަރއަްޤކީޮށްުބލެެހއެްޓުން  •

 

ުމޯލްޑިވްސްުމީޓިއޮރޮލޮޖިކަލްުސަރވިސްގެުދަށުންުހިނގާުއޮފީސްތއަް

 ހޅުުލެ،ުނޭޝަނލަްުމީޓއިޮރލޮޖޮިކލަްުސެންޓަރު •

 އޮފސީްުމީޓއިޮރލޮޖޮިކލަްހދ.ުހަނމިދާޫު •

 އފޮސީްުުމީޓއިޮރޮލޖޮކިަލްލ.ުކއަްދޫު •

 އޮފސީްުމޓީއިޮރޮލޖޮކިަލްގދ.ުކާޑއެްދޫު •

 ސ.ުގަންުމީޓއިޮރލޮޖޮިކލަްުއޮފސީްު •

ުހދ.ުހަނމިދާޫުކްލއަމިެޓްުއބޮްޒވަޭޓރްީ •

 

ުމުވައްޒަފުންު

105ުުު:ގެުނިޔލަަށްުރަޖިސްޓްރީގައިުތިބިުމުވައްޒފަުންގެުޢަދަދ2021ުުޑިސެމްބަރ31ުު •

111ުު:ނިޔލަަށްުރަޖިސޓްްރީގައިުހުރިުމަޤާމްގެުޢަދަދުގ2021ުުެޑިސެމްބަރ31ުު •
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ުވަނއަަހަރުުމުވއަްޒަފުންގެުރަޖިސްޓްރއީަށްުއއަިުބަދަލ2021ުުު

1ުުއަލަށްުވަޒީފާުދެވުނުުމުވައްޒފަުންގެުޢަދަދު •
 -ުވަޒފީާއިންުވަކިވިުމުވައްޒފަުންގެުޢަދަދު •

1ުުވަޒީފާުބަދަލުުކުރެވުނުުމުވައްޒފަުންގެުޢަދަދުު •
ު-ުމަޤާމްުބަދަލުުކުރެވުނުުމުވައްޒފަުންގެުޢަދަދުު •
1ުުވަޒީފާއިންުމުސްކުޅިކުރެވުނުުމުވއަްޒފަުންގެުޢަދަދު •

 

އޮފީހުގެުބޖަެޓސްކެްޝަނގްެުއކެއަުންޓްސްުއޮފިސަރުގެުމަޤާމަށްުމިނސިްޓްރީުއޮފްުއސިލްމާިކްުއެފއެާޒްުގެުއެޑމްިނސިްޓްރޓޭވިުްުމި •

ހުންު މަޤމާުގއަިު ގެު ސ.ުުއޮފިސަރު އާނވެިު ގލުްހަޒާރމުގާެު ނަންބަރުުުުހިތަދޫު ފޮނއުްވިު ބަދަލުކރުއަްވއަިު ނަޒުހާު މިނަތުު

(3)CSC/2021/01769ު(5ުުުުޗޓިްުލިބނުެވެު.2021ޑސިެންބަރ)ު

ު

ސަރވސިްުުއޮފީހުގެުމި • ސަޕޯޓްު މީޓއިޮރޮލޖޮިކައިނޖްިނއިަރިންގު އސެސިްޓެންޓްު ޓކެންީޝަންގެު އިނސްްޓރްމުެންޓްު މަޤމާގުއަުިުލްު ގެު

މ.ނަ މީޓއިޮރލޮޖޮިކަުހުންނެވިު އސެސިްޓނެްޓްު އބޮްޒަވޓޭްރގީެު މީޓއިރޮޮލޖޮިކލަްު ގަންު ސ.ު ޝާހދިުު ޢަލީު އަލްފޟާިލްު ލުްުލަރތީިގެު

ުުުއިނސްްޓްރމުެންޓްުޓކެްނޝީަން ފުނޮއުްވިުނަންބރަު ބުަދަލކުުރއަްވއަި މުޤަމާަށް (2021ުުޑސިެންބަރ9ުުުުު)CSC/2021/01803ު(3)ގެ

ުޗިޓްުލިބުނވެެު.

ު

އސެސިްޓނެްޓްމި • ުުމީު އޮފީހުގެު އަލްފޟާިލް ުޢަބދްުޓއިޮރޮލޖޮސިްޓްު ޢލަީالله ޢަބްދއުސްައްތާރުު ގުެުުު/ުުޙާފޒިްު ޔޫކޭު އެރިޒޯނާު މއ.ު

2021ުުުުސެޕްޓމެްބަރ20ުުުުގއަިުުުުޔސުިވަރސިޓީުއޮފްުރީޑިނގްު 19ުުުުން 2022ުުުުސެޕްޓމެްބަރު އޮފްުސއަިނސްުްުށްު''މސާްޓަރސް

ުވަނީުފުރއުްވފާއަިުވއެެވެު.ުގއަިު''ުކސޯްުފުރިހމަކަުރއެްވމުަށޓްަކާުޕޭލވީްއިންުއެޕްލއަިޑްުމީޓއިޮރޮލޖޮީ

ޫުހަނިމާދ.ުހދ

ްއފޮީސ.ުމެޓް

ޫުހަނިމާދ.ުހދ

ކްލައިމެޓްު

ރްީއޮބްޒރަވޭޓ

.ުުޓްހުޅުލޭުމެ.ުކ

އފޮީސް

.ުުޓްކައްދޫުމެ.ުލ

އފޮީސް

ކާޑެއްދޫ.ުގދ

ްއފޮީސ.ުމެޓް

ދރަުުރީޖަނަލްުވެ

.ުސރަވިސްުސ

ގަން

8 8

53

9 8

19

މވުައޒްފަނުގްެުޢަދަދު
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ު

އިންޑއިާގެުއަހމްދަުުއާބދާުގެުސެންޓަރުފޮރުސްޕސޭުްުުުމުޙއަމްަދުުއސަލްމަުްުމީޓއިޮރލޮޖޮސިްޓްުއަލްފާޟލިުްު މިުއޮފީހުގެުއސެސިްޓނެްޓް •

ސެޓެލއަޓިްުމީޓއިޮރޮލޖޮީުއެންޑުްުމސަދްުވަހގުެުޕސޯްޓްުގުރޖެއުޭޓްުޑިޕްލމޮާުކޯސްުއިނ9ުުުްުސއަިންސްުއެންޑްުޓެކްނޮލޖޮީުގއަިުހިންގުާު

ވނަީުފރުއުްވާފއަުިުށްުޕލޭީވްުގއ2022ުުުުުުިަުުޖޫނ30ުުުްނ20221ުުުުްއޮކޓްޯބަރ1ުުުުުުުގްލޯބލަްުކލްއަމިެޓްުކޯސްުފރުިހމަަުކުރމުަށްޓކަާ

ުވއެެވެު.

ު

އަ • /ުޝެހެނާޒވްިލާު ހުންނެވިުސ.ފދޭޫު މޤަމާުގއަިު ގެު ޓކެްނީޝަންު މީޓއިރޮޮލޖޮިކލަްު އސެސިިޓެނޓްްު އޮފީހުގެު ޢލަުީުމިު ލފްާޟލިްު

ުު'' ހއަިޑްރމޯޓީއިޮރޮލޖޮިކލަްުޔުނިވަރސޓިީުއިންު ރޝަިޔަންުސްޓޭޓްު ހުންނަު ގއަިު ޕީޓރަސްބަރގްު ރަޝިޔގާެުސއެިންޓްު އަޝްފާޤްު

އަހރަުުދވުަހގުެުމއުްދަތށ4ުުުްުަންުފެށގިެނ2021ުުުުުްސެޕްޓމެްބަރ01ުުުުބެޗްލަރސްުޑިގްރީުއިންުހއަިޑްރޯުމީޓއިޮރޮލޖޮީު''ުކހޯުގއަިުުު

 ވަނީުފުރވުާފއަވެެު.ުުޕޭލީވްގއަި
 ު
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ުތއަްޔާރުުކުރެވުނުުރިޕޯރޓތްައް
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ުސްޓޭޝަންު
ސިނަޕްޓިކުްު

ުރިޕޯރޓްު
ުމެޓަރ/ސްޕސެީު

އަޕަރއެއަރު

ުއބޮްޒަރވޭޝަންު

ުު-2920ު8943ުުހޅުުލެު ސެނޓްަރުުމޓީއިޮރޮލޖޮކިަލްުނޭޝަނަލް

2920ު8990ު334ުުމީޓއިޮރޮލޖޮކިަލްުއޮފސީްުުސ.ގަން

ުު-2920ު8934ުުގދ.ުކާޑއެްދޫުމޓެް.ުއޮފސީްު

ުު-2920ު8881ުުލ.ކއަްދޫުމޓެް.ުއޮފސީްު

ުު-2920ު8920ުުހދ.ހަނމިދާޫުމެޓް.ުއޮފސީްު

 

 

ުފރޯކސާޓްްުވެދރަުުުޖެނެރަލް • 730

ުބުލެޓިންުުުޓަރމިނަލްުއއެަރޯޑރްމޮްުފޯރކސާްޓްު • 1460

ުފޯރކސާްޓްުުމެރިން • 730

 ވެދރަު)ޑމޮސެްޓިކްުފްލއަޓިްުތކަަށްު(ުު އެންރޫޓް • 365
ުފްލއަިޓްުފޯލްޑރަު • 679

 )ސިގމްޓެްު(ވެދރަުވޯރނިނގްުު • 251
ުދުވހަުގުެ(5ުުވޯލްޑްުވދެަރުފޯރކސާްޓްު)ކރުއިަށްުއޮތްު • 365

ުވެދރަުރިޕޯރތްު • 61

ުރިޕޯރޓްުޑޓޭާުކްލއަމިެޓްު • 476

ުވެދރަުޕްރެޒެނޓްޭޝަންު)ޓީ.ވީ.އމެް( • 365

ުމސޫމުީުސމަާލުުމސެޖެް • 516
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ުއހަަރުގެުރެކޑޯތްައްވނަަު 2021

 ހދ.ުހަނިމާދޫު

2021އޭޕްރލ26ުުްީ  33.8°C ުީަފިނިހޫނމުިންުއެނމްެުމއަްޗަށްުދިޔއ 

2021ޑސިމެްބަރ24ުު  21.2°C ީަފިނިހޫނމުިންުއެނމްެުދަށށަްުދޔިއ 

ގއ0944ުުިަގ2021ުުުެުމއ14ުުިުެ މޭލަށ47ުުްހޅުަނގުނުްު   އެނމްެުބާރަށްުވއަޖިެހުނީު 

2021އޮކޓްޯބަރ4ުުު ުމިލމިީޓަރ83.8ުު   އެނމްެުބޯކޮށްުވާރޭުވެހުނީު

 

 ކ.ހުޅުލެު

2021އޭޕްރލ28ުުްީ  33.9°C ުީަފިނިހޫނމުިންުއެނމްެުމއަްޗަށްުދިޔއ 

2021ސެޕްޓމެްބަރ15ުު  21.9°C ީަފިނިހޫނމުިންުއެނމްެުދަށށަްުދޔިއ 

ގއ0815ުުިަގ2021ުުުެސެޕްޓމެްބަރ15ުު މޭލށ53ުުްައުތުރުުހޅުަނގުުއުތުރުންު  ބާރަށްުވއަޖިެހުނީުއެނމްެު   

2021ޑސިމެްބަރ11ުު ުމިލމިޓީަރ134.7ުު   އެނމްެުބޯކޮށްުވާރޭުވެހުނީު

 

 ލ.ުކައްދޫު

2021މއ19ުުިުެ  33.2°C ުީަފިނިހޫނމުިންުއެނމްެުމއަްޗަށްުދިޔއ 

2021ޖޫނ23ުުް  22.5°C ީަފިނިހޫނމުިންުއެނމްެުދަށށަްުދޔިއ 

ގއ0929ުުުިަގ2021ުުުެުމާރޗ29ުުް މޭލށ46ުްަދެކުނނުްުދެކުނުުހޅުަނގުުު   އެނމްެުބާރަށްުވއަޖިެހުނީު 

2021މާރޗ31ުުް ުމިލމިީޓަރ81.0ުު   އެނމްެުބޯކޮށްުވާރޭުވެހުނީު

 

 ގދ.ކާޑެއްދޫު

2021މއ2ުުިެ  32.6°C ުީަފިނިހޫނމުިންުއެނމްެުމއަްޗަށްުދިޔއ 

2021ޖެނުއަރ1ުުީު  22.1°C ީަފިނިހޫނމުިންުއެނމްެުދަށށަްުދޔިއ 

ގއ0516ުުިަގ2021ުުުެުޖުލއ3ުުިުަ މލޭަށ45ުުްހޅުަނގުުއުތރުުނުްު   އެނމްެުބާރަށްުވއަޖިެހުނީު 

2021މއ2ުުިެ ުމިލމިޓީަރ110.6ުު   އެނމްެުބޯކޮށްުވާރޭުވެހުނީު

 

 ސ.ގަންު

2021މއ2021ު،6ުުިެއޭޕްރލ28ުުްީ  32.6°C ުީަފިނިހޫނމުިންުއެނމްެުމއަްޗަށްުދިޔއ 

2021އގޯސަްޓ2021ު،10ުުްއޯގސަޓ4ުުްް  22.2°C ީަފިނިހޫނމުިންުއެނމްެުދަށށަްުދޔިއ 

ގއ0253ުުުިަގ2021ުުުެުމާރޗ29ުުް މޭލަށ55ުުްހޅުަނގުނުްު   އެނމްެުބާރަށްުވއަޖިެހުނީު 
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2021މާރޗ28ުުް ުމިލމިޓީަރ166.3ުު   އެނމްެުބޯކޮށްުވާރޭުވެހުނީު

 

 2021މ12ުުޭވަނއަަހަރުުހޅުަނގުުމސޫުންުފެށުނުުދވުސަް:2021ުުުު •
 2021ޑސިމެްބަރ20ުުުމސޫުންުފެށުނުުދވުސަް:ުުވަނއަަހަރުުއިރވުއ2021ުުުިަ •
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 ބިނހްެލުންު

ުއަށވްރުެުބާރުމނިުގައިުދނުޔިެއަށްުއއަިުބިނހްެލުންތއ6.0ުުްައަށްުރެކްޓަރުމިނގްަނޑނ2015-2021ުުްު

 އއާިުދމެދެުުދުނިޔއެަށްުއއަިުބިންހެލނ6.9ުުްުއއ6.0ުުިާރެކޓްަރުމިނގްނަޑުންުއަށ2015-2021ުުްު 140

ނވުަތަުއއެަށވްުރެުބރާމުިނުގއަިުދނުިޔެއަށްުއއަިުބިންހލެުނ7.0ުުްރެކޓްަރުމިނގްނަޑުންުއަށ2021-2015ުުްު 19  

ނރެެވުނުުއެލާރޓްުުބނިްހެލމުއާިުގޅުިގެންއަށ2021-2015ުުް 0  

ު

 

ު(CISN & SiescomP3-MMS)މަޢުލޫމާތުުނަގާފއަިވަނީ:ު

އއަުިުުއިންޑއިާކނަޑުގެުޞަރަޙއަދްަށްއަށވްރުެުބާރުމނިުގއ5.0ުުިައަށްުރެކްޓަރުމިނގްަނޑނ2015-2021ުުްު

ުބިންހެލނުތްއަް

 އއަިުބިންހެލުންުުއިނޑްިއާކަނޑުގެުޞަރަޙއަދްަށްއއާިުދމެދ5.9ުުުެއއ5.0ުުިާރެކޓްަރުމިނގްނަޑުންުއަށ2015-2021ުުްު 82

އއަިުބިންހެލުންުުއިނޑްިއާކަނޑުގެުޞަރަޙއަދްަށްއއާިުދމެދ6.9ުުުެއއ6.0ުުިާުރެކޓްަރުމިނގްނަޑުންުުއަށ2021-2015ުް 7  

ުއަށވްުރެުބާރމުިނގުއަިުމިޞަރަޙއަްދަށްުއއަިުބިނހްެލުނ7.0ުުްރެކޓްަރުމިނގްނަޑުންުއަށ2015-2021ުުްު 0

ނރެެވުނުުއެލާރޓްުުބނިްހެލމުއާިުގޅުިގެންއަށ2021-2015ުުް 0  

 

125 128

104
116

133

112

140

20 17
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17
10 9

19

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

ުުއަށްވުރެުބާރުމިނުގައިުދުނ6.0ިއަށްުރެކްޓަރުމިންގަނޑުނ2015-2021ުް ޔެއަށް

އައިުބިންހެލުން

6.0-6.9 >7
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ު(CISN & SiescomP3-MMS)މަޢުލޫމާތުުނަގާފއަިވަނީ:ު

ުއިންޑއިާކަނޑުގެުޞަރަޙައްދށަްުއއަިުބިންހެލނުތްއަްުބހެފިައިވާގޮތްު

ު

ު(USGS,CISN & SiescomP3-MMS)މަޢުލޫމާތުުނަގާފއަިވަނީ:ު

10

4
3

6
4

6
7

2
1

0 0 0 0 0

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

ުުއަށްވުރެުބާރުމިނުގައިުއިންޑިއ5.0ާއަށްުރެކްޓަރުމިންގަނޑުނ2015-2021ުް ކަނޑުގެ

ޞަރަޙައްދަށްުއައިުބިންހެލުން

6-6.9 >7
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ުމުވއަްޒަފުންުތަމރްީންުކުރނުްު

• 2020ުުުު BIP-MTުުުުުުމީޓއިޮރޮލޖޮިކަލްުޑިޕާރޓމްަނޓްއްިންުހނިގްިވަނަުއަހރަުުއިންޑއިާ މުވއަްޒަފނުްުމއިަހަރގ5ުުުެުުކހޯުގއަިުބއަވިެރވިި

 ފުރހިމަަުކޮށްފއަވެެު.އޭޕްރީލްުމަހުުވނަީުކސޯްު
ވުިލާތގުއަި • އުިނގިރސޭި މުުވއަްޒަފކަު އުއެް އުިންޑއިާގއަިދެ،  މިވަގުތު ދުއާިރއާނިުްުުުމވުއަްޒަފކަު މުީޓއިޮރޮލޖޮީގެ ރުަޝިޔގާއަި މުުވއަްޒަފަކު އުއެް އަދި

 މަތީުތަޢުލމީުުޙޞާިލްުކުރމަުންުއެބަގެނދްއެެވެު.
• ުު އިނސްްޓިޓއިުޓއްިން ޓްރއެިނިނގްު ސަރވިސްު ކަލްޗރަ'2021ުުުުސިވިލްު ވރޯކްޕްލސޭްު އެތކިަލްު އެންު 'ޝޭޕިންގު ހިންގިު ވަނއަހަަރުު

 ފަކުުބއަިވެރވިެުތމަރްީންުފރުހިމަަުކޮށފްއަިުވއެވެެ.ުުމވުއަްޒ33ުަތމަްރީންގއަިުމިސަރވސިްގެު
• ުު ގއަިުވނައަަހަރުުހިނގްިުއމެްޕްލއޯީުވެލްބއިިންގުފރ2021ުުުުޮޑސިމެްބަރ15ުުުުސިވިލްުސަރވިސްުޓްރއެިނިނގްުއނިސްްޓިޓއިުޓއްިން

 ުފރުހިމަަުކޮށފްއަިުވއެވެެ.ުުމވުއަްޒަފަކުުބއަިވެރވިެުތމަރްީނ14ުްސަރވިސްުބިޔޯންޑްުއެކސްެލނެސެް'ުތމަްރީންގއަިުމިސަރވސިްގެު
7ުުުުވަނއަަހަރުުސެޕްޓމެްބަރ2021ުުުު • 6ުުުުގއަިުމިސަރވސިގްެ ފުރިހމަަު (WMO-IV) ުުބސޭިކްުމީޓއިޮރޮލޖޮީުކސޯްއދިާރީުމވުއަްޒަފުން

  ކުރަންުފަށާފއަވިއެެވެު.

ު
 

ުމުވައްޒފަުންުބައިވެރިވިުތަމްރީންުޕްރޮގްރާމްތައްުރާއްޖޭގައިު

މުވައްޒަފުުބައިވެރިވުިު ތާރީޚްު  ތަމްރީންގެުނަންު 

2021ޖެނއުަރ17ުުީ ޕަރފމޯަންސްުމެނޖޭމްެންޓްު-އީ މަދީހާުއަނވްަރުު   

2021ުުފެބްރުއަރ16ުުުީު

ފެބްރއުަރ18ުުީުއިންު

އަށ2021ުުް  

 ޢަބްދލުްުމޙުްސިންުރމާިޒްު

 ޢއަިޝަތުުޢމުރަުު

 ޓްރއެިނިނގްުޕޮލިސީުއމިްޕްލމިެންޓޝޭަންު

11

23
20

12
1717

10

31

62

16

28
33

51

74

33

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

(އަހަރ5ުވތޭުވެދިޔަ )މުވައްޒފަުން ތަމްރީން ކުރުން 

ރާއްޖެއިން ބރޭުން ރާއްޖެއިން ޖުމްލަ
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2021ުުފެބްރުއަރ23ުުުީު

ފެބްރއުަރ24ުުީުއިންު

އަށ2021ުުް  

ވާޙދިުުاللهުޢަބްދު  ގުޑްުގަވރަނަންސްުޕްރކެްޓސިސްުއިންުއަުޕެންޑމެިކް 

2021މާރޗ4ުުްު  ތމަމީްުޢަބްދއުްރއަްޒާޤްު 

 ޝަހމީާުއިބްރާހމިްު

 ވެބިނާރުއޮންުއމެްޕަވަރިނގްުވމިެންުއިންުސިވިލްުސަރވސިްު

އިނ2021ުުްުމާރޗ21ުުް

އަށ2021ުުްމާރޗ25ުުް  

 ޗޭނޖްްުމެނޖޭމްެންޓް އަޙމުަދުުޝާބިންު

އިނ2021ުުްުއޭޕްރީލ4ުުްު

އަށ2021ުުްއޭޕްރީލ8ުުްު  

 ޢަލީުޝރަީފްު

 ޢަބްދލުްުމޙުްސިންުރމާިޒްު

 އަޙމުަދުުނިޔާޒްު

 މެނޖޭްމެންޓްުޑިވލެޮޕމްަންޓްުޕްރގޮްރމާްު

އިނ2021ުުްުމއ30ުުިުެ

އަށ2021ުުްޖޫނ3ުުްު  

 ޢަލީުޝރަީފްު

 ޢަބްދލުްުމޙުްސިންުރމާިޒްު

ޑސެޝިަންުމޭކިނގްުުޕްރޮބްލމަްުސޯލވްިންގުއެންޑް  

އިނ2021ުުްުޖޫނ13ުުް

އަށ2021ުުްޖޫނ17ުުް  

 ޢަލީުޝރަީފްު

 ޢަބްދލުްުމޙުްސިންުރމާިޒްު

ޕަރފމޯަންސްުއެޕްރއަިޒަލްު-އީ  

އިނ2021ުުްުޖޫނ20ުުް

އަށ2021ުުްޖޫނ24ުުް  

 ޢަލީުޝރަީފްު

 ޢަބްދލުްުމޙުްސިންުރމާިޒްު

މއަިންޑސްެޓްުއިންކްރީޒިނގްުޕަރފމޯަންސްުވިތްުޕޮޒިޓިވްު  

2021ޖުލއ7ުުިުަ  މުޙއަމްަދުުއސަްލމަް 

 އަޙމުަދުުޝާބިންު

ޑްރއަުޓްުމޮނީޓރަިންގުއެންޑްުމެނޖޭމްެންޓްުޔޫޒިނގްުއާރތްުއބޮްޒަރވޝޭަނުްު

 އެންޑްުވދެަރުފޯރކސާޓްިނގްުޑޭޓާު

އިނ2021ުުްުޖލުއ20ުުިަ

އަށ2021ުުްޖލުއ22ުުިަ  

 މުޙއަމްަދުުއސަްލމަް

 އަޙމުަދުުޝާބިންު

ުއޮންުޑިޒސާްޓަރުމެނޖޭމްެންޓްުފލްޑަްސްުއެންޑުްުޓްރއެިނިނގްުކސޯްު

 ޑްރއަުޓސްް

ސެޕްޓމެްބަރ27ުުު

30ުުއިނ2021ުުް

2021ުުސެޕްޓމެްބަރު

 އަށް

 ޢަޒމީާުއަޙމުަދު

 ޙސުއެިންުވަހދީުު

ހޭނޑްްސްުއޮންުޓރްއެިނިނގްުއޮންުވޭރއިަބިލޓިީުއޮފްުއެންސޯުއެންޑުްު

މޯލްޑިވސްްުޕްރެޑިކްޓަބލިިޓީުއޮފްުސީޒަނަލްުކްލއަމިެޓްުއިންު  

2021ުުނޮވމެްބަރ14ުުުު

ނޮވމެްބަރ18ުުުއިންު

އަށ2021ުުް  

 އަޙމުަދުުނަޒީރުު

 މުޙއަމްަދުުރަޝީދުު

 މއަިކްރޯސޮފްޓްުއކެސްެލްު)އެޑްވނާސްް(

 

ުމުވައްޒފަުންުބައިވެރިވިުތަމްރީންުޕްރޮގްރާމްތައްުރާއްޖެއިންުބޭރުންު

2021ުުފެބރްުއަރ1ުުީ

ފެބްރއުަރ12ުުީުއިންު

އަށ2021ުުް  

ނުސްރާުޚަދޖީާު  

 އިބްރާހމިްުއަނިލްު

 ޙސުއެިންުއަފްޝަލްު

ޓްރއެިނިނގްުވޯރކޝްޮޕްުއޮންުސިވއިަރުވދެަރުއެންޑްުއމިްޕެކޓްްުބސޭޑްްު

 ފޯރކސާޓްިނގްުއެންޑްުވޯރނިނގްުސަރވސިސަްު

2021ފެބްރުއަރ10ުުުީު ކްރއިޭޓިނގްުއަުޑޖިިޓލަްުފުތްޕްރިނޓްްުޓުުއސެްޓެބލްިޝްުއަުޕޮޒޓިިވްުވރޯކުްު ޢަޒމީާުއަޙމުަދު 

ލްޗަރުކަ  
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2021ފެބްރުއަރ17ުުުީު އެންހޭނސްިންގުޕްރިޕއެަރޑްނސެްުފރޯުކލްއަމިެޓްުރލިޭޓެޑްުޑިޒސާޓްަރުު އިބްރާހމިްުޙމުއެިދު 

 ޔޫޒިންގުސްޕޭސްުރލިޭޓދެްުޓެކްނލޮޖޮސީް

2021ުުުުފެބްރއުަރ22ުުީ

2021ުުުމާރޗ11ުްުއިން

 އަށް

އަޙމުަދުުޢަޒމީާ  

ވަޙީދުުުޙސުއެިން  

ުުޕްރެޑކިްޝަންުސީޒަނަލްުއޮންުުވޯރކޝްޮޕްުުޓރްއެިނިނގްުރޖީަނަލް 

އޭޝއިާުސއަުތުުއިންުުސަރވސިސަްުއޮޕަރޭޝަނަލްުުޓު  

2021ުުފެބްރއުަރ10ުުީ ުރމާިޒްުުމުޙސްިންުޢަބްދލުް  ވެބިނަރުއޮންުކރްއިޭޓިނގްުއަުޑޖިޓިަލްުފުޓްޕްރިނޓްްުޓުުއސެްޓެބްލޝިްުއަު

 ޕޮޒިޓިވްުވޯރކްުކލަްޗަރު

2021ޖޫނ12ުުް ވޯރކްޝޮޕްުއޮންުސްޓއިަރނިްގުދަުއެކްޓިވޓިީސްުއޮފްުސއަުތުުއޭޝއިާުފޯރމަުްު ޢަބްދލުްުމޙުްސިންުރމާިޒްު 

 އޮންުއެގްރކިަލްޗަރލަްުމީޓއިޮރލޮޖޮީު

އިނ2021ުުްުމާރޗ1ުުްު

އަށ2021ުުްމާރޗ5ުުްު  

 އަޙމުަދުުރަޝދީުު

 ތަހމުީނާުޢަބދްުލކްަރމީްު

މުޢާޒްުاللهުޢަބްދު  

ޑިޒސާްޓރަުރސިކްުްުޓްރއެިނިނގްުއޮންުޑޖިިޓލަްުޓކެްނލޮޖޮީސްުފޯރު

 މެނޖޭމްެންޓް

2021ުުއޭޕްރލ19ުުްީ

އޭޕްރީލ30ުުްުއިންު

އަށ2021ުުް  

ޓްރއެިނިނގްުކސޯްުއޮންުނއަުކސާޓްނިްގުޓެކްނކިްސްުއޮންުސވިިއަރުު އަޙމުަދުުޝާބިންު

 ކޮންވކެްޝނަްުވދެަރު

އިނ2021ުުްުމއ10ުުިުެ

އަށ2021ުުްމއ21ުުިުެ  

 ޢަޒމީާުއަޙމުަދު

 އަޙމުަދުުމސުްލމިް

ލމަްމުހއަމްަދުުއސަް  

 ޓްރއެިނިނގްުކސޯްުއޮންުޑިޒސާްޓަރުޕްރިވެންޝނަްުއެންޑްުމިޓގިޭޝނަްު

އިނ2021ުުްުމއ24ުުިުެ

އަށ2021ުުްޖޫނ4ުް  

 އިބްރާހމިްުއަނިލްު

 މުޙއަމްަދުުޝަހުދުު

ޓްރއެިނިނގްުކސޯްުއޮންުބސޭިކްުޕްރިނސްިޕަލްސްުއޮފްުސޓެެލއަިޓްުރމިރޯޓުްު

 ސެނސްިންގު

އިނ2021ުުްުޖޫނ21ުުް

އަށ2021ުުްޖުލއ2ުުިުަ  

ުޙސުއެިންުވަޙީދުު

ޙފާިޒްުاللهުޢަބްދު  

 ޓްރއެިނިނގްުކސޯްުއޮންުއއެަރޮނޮޓކިަލްުމޓީއިޮރޮލޖޮީުސަރވސިސަްު

އިނ2021ުުްުޖޫނ28ުުް

އަށ2021ުުްޖޫނ30ުުް  

ުޚަދޖީާުނުސްރާު  ވޯރކްޝޮޕްުއޮންުސގިމްެޓްުކޯޑިނޝޭަންުއެންޑްުޔޫޒަރުރކިއުަރމެންޓސްް

2021ުުއގޯސަްޓ18ުުްު

އޯގސަްޓ26ުުްުއިންު

އަށ2021ުުް  

ުއަޙމުަދުުރަޝދީުު ސެޓެލއަިޓްުއބޮްޒަރވޭޝަނސްްުފޯރުއެނަލއަިޒިންގުނެޗުރލަްުހޒެާރޑސްްުއޮންު

 އައިލެންޑްުނޭޝަނސްްު

ސެޕްޓމެްބަރ13ުުު

17ުުއިނ2021ުުް

2021ުުސެޕްޓމެްބަރު

 އަށް

ުތމަމީްުޢަބްދއުްރއަްޒާޤްު މެނޖޭމްެންޓްުއނެްޑްުކެޕޭސިޓީުޑވިެލޮޕމްަންޓްުޕްރގޮްރމާްުއޮންުއެއަރުކޮލޓިީު

 އމެިޝަންުރިޑަކޝްަންު

2021ުުއޮކޓްޯބަރ4ުުު

އޮކްޓޯބރ15ުުުައިންު

އަށ2021ުުް  

ުމުޙއަމްަދުުޝަހުދުު  ޓްރއެިނިނގްުއޮންުޓރްޮޕިކލަްުސއަިކލްޯންުފރޯކސާޓްިންގު
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2021ުުއކޮްޓޯބަރ13ުު

އޮކްޓޯބރ14ުުުައިންު

އަށ2021ުުް  

ުއަޙމުަދުުރަޝދީުު

ުއިބްރާހމިްުޙމުއެިދު

ުއސިްމާޢިލްުނސަޫޚްު

CAPުްޮުއމިްޕްލިމެންޓޭޝނަްުވރޯކޝްޕ

2021ުުއކޮްޓޯބަރ28ުު

އޮކްޓޯބރ29ުުުައިންު

އަށ2021ުުް  

ުތަހމުީނާުޢަބދްުލކްަރމީްު AOMSUC-11ުުުސޓެެލއަިޓްުޓްރއެނިިންގ

2021ުުނވޮމެްބަރ2ުު

ނވޮމެްބަރ4ުުުއިންު

އަށ2021ުުް  

ުމުޙއަމްަދުުޝަހުދުު  ޓްރއެިނނިގްުސމެިނާރުއޭވއިޭޝަންުމީޓއިޮރލޮޖޮީު

2021ުުނޮވމެްބަރ25ުުުު

ޑސިމެްބަރ3ުުުއިންު

އަށ2021ުުް  

ުޙސުއެިންުއަފްޝަލްު ޓްރއެިނިނގްުކސޯްުއޮންުޓރްޮޕިކަލްުސއަިކްލޯންުމޮނޓީަރިނގްުއެންޑުްު

ުފޯރކސާޓްިނގްު

2021ުުޑސިމެްބަރ6ުުު

ޑސިމެްބަރ10ުުުއިންު

އަށ2021ުުް  

ުއަހމުަދުުޝާބިންު ުުޑްުޔޫޒްުއޮފްުއޮޓމޮޭޓެޑްުސިޓީުވދެރަވޯރކްޝޮޕްުއޮންުޑވިެލޮޕމްަންޓްުއެން

 ފޯރކސާޓްިނގްުޕްރޮޑަކޓްސްްު

 

 ރާއްޖެއާއިުރާއްޖެއިންުބޭރުންުމުވައްޒފަުންުބައިވެރިވިުބައްދަލުވުންތައްު

2021އޭޕްރލ01ުުްީ  ސައުތުުއޭޝިއާުހއަިޑްރމޯެޓްުފޯރމަގްެުއެގްޒކެްޓވިްުކއަުންސިލްުބއަދްަލވުުންު ޢަލީުޝރަީފްު 

2021އޭޕްރލ26ުުްީ ވަނ3ުުުަުނޭޝަނަލްުސރާޗްުއެންޑްުރސެްކއިުުކޯޑިނޓޭިންގުކމޮިޓގީުެު އަޙމުަދުުރަޝދީުު 

ުބއަްދަލވުުންު

2021ޖޫނ9ުުްު  ޢަލީުޝރަީފްު 

 އަޙމުަދުުރަޝދީުު

 އިބްރާހމިްުޙމުއެިދު

 ޝަހމީާުއިބްރާހމިްު

 ސައުތުުއޭޝިއާުހއަިޑްރމޯެޓްުފޯރމަްު)ތަޢރާަފްުސޝެަންު(

2021ޖޫނ28ުުް (1ުސައުތުުއޭޝިއާުހއަިޑްރމޯެޓްުފޯރމަްު)ވރޯކނިްގުގްރޫޕުްު ޢަލީުޝރަީފްު   

2021ޖޫނ28ުުް (2ުސައުތުުއޭޝިއާުހއަިޑްރމޯެޓްުފޯރމަްު)ވރޯކނިްގުގްރޫޕުްު އަޙމުަދުުރަޝދީުު   

2021ޖޫނ29ުުް (3ުސައުތުުއޭޝިއާުހއަިޑްރމޯެޓްުފޯރމަްު)ވރޯކނިްގުގްރޫޕުްު އިބްރާހމިްުޙމުއެިދު   

2021ޖޫނ29ުުް (4ުސައުތުުއޭޝިއާުހއަިޑްރމޯެޓްުފޯރމަްު)ވރޯކނިްގުގްރޫޕުްު ޝަހމީާުއިބްރާހމިްު   

2021އގޯސަްޓ13ުުްު  ޢަލީުޝރަީފްު 

 އަޙމުަދުުރަޝދީުު

 އިބްރާހމިްުޙމުއެިދު

 ޝަހމީާުއިބްރާހމިްު

ބއަިލެޓެރަލްުމީޓިނގްުވިތްުނޝޭަނލަްުމީޓއިޮރޮލޖޮކިަލްުސަރވސިސަްުއެންޑްު

ހއަިޑްރމޯެޓްުފޯރމަްުރއަމިްސްުޓމީްުފޯރުސއަުތުުއޭޝއިާު  

2021އގޯސަްޓ17ުުްު އޮންުއޮޕްޓމިަލ3ުުްުސައުތުުއޭޝިއާުހއަިޑްރމޯެޓްުފޯރމަްުވެބިނާރު ޢަލީުޝރަީފްު 

 އބޮްޒަރވޭޝަނލަްުއިންފރްސާްޓްރކަްޗރަުފޯރުސައުތުުއޭޝއިާު
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ސެޕްޓމެްބަރ21ުުު

23ުުއިނ2021ުުް

2021ުުސެޕްޓމެްބަރު

 އަށް

 ޢަލީުޝރަީފްު

 ޢަޒމީާުއަޙމުަދު

WMO/ESCAPުުްްުޕެނަލްުއޮންުޓރްޕޮިކަލްުސއަިކލްޯނސ

ސެޕްޓމެްބަރ29ުުު

2021 

 ރޯޑސްއަިޑްުއިވެނޓRA IIުުްް އަޙމުަދުުރަޝދީުު

2021ުުއކޮްޓޯބަރ18ުު

އޮކްޓޯބރ22ުުުައިންު

އަށ2021ުުް  

 ޢަލީުޝރަީފްު

 އަޙމުަދުުރަޝދީުު

ICAOުުެްުވަނަުބއަދްަލވުުނ25ުުުްގެުމޓީއިޮރޮލޖޮީުސަބގްްރޫޕގ

އިނ2021ުުްުމާރޗ24ުުް

އަށ2021ުުްމާރޗ26ުުް  

 ޢަލީުޝރަީފްު

 

ICAOުުެއލިެވނެްތްުމީޓިނގްްުއފޮްުދަުމީޓއިޮރލޮޖޮިކލަްުސަރވސިަސުްުގ

ުވާރކިންގރުޫޕް

ސެޕްޓމެްބަރ27ުުު

30ުުއިނ2021ުުް

1202ުުސެޕްޓމެްބަރު

 އަށް

 ޢަޒމީާުއަޙމުަދު

 ޙސުއެިންުވަޙީދުު

 20ު-ސސާްކަފުްު

2021ުުނޮވމެްބަރ15ުުުު

ނޮވމެްބަރ18ުުުއިންު

އަށ2021ުުް  

 ޢަލީުޝރަީފްު

 އަޙމުަދުުރަޝދީުު

 އިބްރާހމިްުޙމުއެިދު

 ޝަހމީާުއިބްރާހމިްު

ުސައުތުުއޭޝިއާުހއަިޑްރމޯެޓްުފޯރމަގްެުއަހަރީުޖަލސްާު
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ުުުޕްރޮޖެކްޓތްައް

ުއޮޓމޮޝޭަންުއެނޑްްުއނިްޓގެްރޭޝނަްުއޮފްުމީޓއިޮރޮލޮޖިކލަްުފސެިލިޓީސްުު ޕްރޮޖެކްޓްގެުނަން: •

 މސައަްކަތަށްުހާރޑވްެއަރުހޯދާުއިނސްްޓޯލްުކުރުންުުު:މސައަްކަތްުުުކުރެވނުުު

ކުރުމަށްުހަވލާުވފެއަިވުާުުުމސަައްކަތްު

ުއެޖެނސްީު:
ުމެގަޗިޕްުއިލެކޓްްރޯނކިްސްުޕްރއަިވޓެްުލމިިޓެޑް،ުމާލެު

ުއިޓަލީުސަރކުާރުުުފަރތާްު:ޚަރަދުކރުުާު

ުރުފިޔ1,061,354.66ުުާުު:އަގުުުުމސަައްކަތގުެު

ުމސައަްކަތްުނިމިފއަިުުސްޓޓޭސަްު:ުުމސަައްކަތގުެު

މސޫމުާބެހޭުއެންމެހާުމސައަްކަތްތއަްުއއެްވއިުގއަަކުންުގުޅާލުމަށްުބނޭުންވާުހާރޑްވެއަރުހދޯުާުުތަފޞްީލއެްު:ުުކރުުުމސަައްކަތގުެު

ުއިނސްްޓޯލްުކުރުން.ުު
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ކަނކްަނުްުުު:މސައަްކަތްުުުކުރެވނުުު އެންމެހާު ކުރމުގުެު ދިރާސާު މޫސުންު މީޓއިޮރލޮޖޮިކލަްުުސރަވސިގްެު މޯލްޑިވްސްު

 ވލާުންުއިންޓިގްރޓޭްކށޮްުއއެްުވއިގުއަަކުންުގޅުު

ކުރުމަށްުހަވލާުވފެއަިވުާުުުމސަައްކަތްު

ުއެޖެނސްީު:
 ކޮރޮބޯުސސިްޓމަސްްު

ުއިޓަލީުސަރކުާރުުުޚަރަދުކރުާުފަރތާްު:

ުޔޫރ807,500ުޯުު:އަގުުުުމސަައްކަތގުެު

މސައަްކތަުްުުސްޓޓޭސަްު:ުުމސަައްކަތގުެު ފަރތާަކަށްު ރަގަޅުު އެނމްެު އިވެލއުޭޓކުޮށްު ހސިާބުތަށްު އަންދާސީު ލިބިފއަިވާު

ުހަވާލކުޮށްުއމަަލީުމސައަްކަތްުފެށމުށަްުތއަްޔާރވުުންު

މިުމަޝްރޫޢަކީުމުޅިުމެޓުުއޮފީހުގއަިު)އެކިުސަރަހއަްދތުަކގުއަިުޤއާމިުކރުވެިފއަިވާުމސޫމުާބެހުޭުުތަފޞްީލއެްު:ުުކރުުުމސަައްކަތގުެު

މ4ުުުިު ދރިސާާކޮށްު ފުރހިމަައަށްު ވރަަށްު މސައަްކަތއެްު ހރުިހާު ކުރާު ހމިެނޭގތޮަށް(ު އޮފީސްު

ކުރވެޭުނިޒމާއެްު އެންމެހާުމސައަްކަތަށްުއިތރުުުފރުހިމަަކަންުގެނެސްުއއެްުސސިޓްމަަކނުްު

އމިުކުރެމަށްުއކެުލވަާލވެިފއަވިާުމސައަްކަތެކވެެ.ުމިކމަުގެުސބަަބުން،ުމިހާރުުމެނއުަލްކށޮުްުޤާ

ރއަްޔިތުންނށަުްު ދރިސާާކށޮްު މޫސުންު އޮޓމަޭޓްވެު މސައަްކަތއެްު އެތއަްު ކުރމަުނދްާު

ުފޯރުކށޮްދިނމުށަްުކރުާުމސައަްކަތތްަށްުއިތުރުުފރުިހމަަކމަެއްުލިބިުއަވސަވްެގނެްދާނއެވެެ.ުު

ު
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މޫސނުްުކުރއިަށްުލަފކާުރމުުގެުމަސއަްކަތްުއިތުރަށްުހަރުދނަާުކރުުމުގެުގޮތނުްުއިޓަލުީުުު :ނަންުުޕްރޮޖެކްޓްގެ •

ުސަރކުާރުގެުއހެީގއަިުވވޭފްޯރކާސްޓިނގްުމޮޑލެއްެއްުތއަޔްރާުުކުރުންު

ހދޯާުއިންުު:މސައަްކަތްުުުކުރެވނުުު މޮނީޓރަުވޯރކސްްޓޝޭަންު މަލްޓިު ސޓްޯލުްުވެދރަުފޯރކސާްޓިނގްއަށްުބނޭުނވްާު

 ކުރުންު

ކުރުމަށްުހަވލާުވފެއަިވުާުުުމސަައްކަތްު

ުއެޖެނސްީު:
   މާލ  ، ވއިުނެޓްުކމޮްޕއިުޓަރސް

ުއިޓަލީުސަރކުާރުުުޚަރަދުކރުާުފަރތާްު:

ުރުފިޔ141,365.50ުުުާުު:އަގުުުުމސަައްކަތގުެު

ުމސައަްކަތްުނިމިފއަިުުސްޓޓޭސަްު:ުުމސަައްކަތގުެު

ުުހރަުދަނާުުުމސައަްކަތްތަށްުުއިދާރާގެުުމސޫމުއާިބެހޭުު،ދށަުންުުއެހީގެުުހލިޭުުސަރުކރާުގެުުއިޓަލީުތަފްޞީލއެްު:ުުމަސައްކަތުގެކރުުު

ުމސޫމުއާިބެހޭުުުދޭުުުރއަްޔިތުންނށަްުުތއަްޔާރކުޮށްުުއއެްުުމޑޮެލްުުފކޯސާްޓިނގްުުވޭވްުުުކުރމުަށްޓކައަި

ުުވާރކްުުުމޮނީޓަރުުމަލްޓިުުުބޭނުނވްާުުމަޝރްޫޢއޫަށްުުއެކުލވަލާެވުނުުުކރުމުަށްުުހަރދުަނާމަޢުލޫމާތުުު

އިނސްްޓޯލކްުރނުް.ުމިުވާރކްުސްޓޝޭަންތކަަކީުވވެްުފޯރކސާްޓިނގްުުުުހދޯާުުސްޓޭޝަނސްް

މޮޑެލްުނމިިުމެޓްުއޮފީހގުއަިުބޭނުންުކުރަނފްެށމުުން،ުމިތަކތެިުބަލާުބނޭުނކްުރމުުގއަިުއެނމްުެު

އަވަސްުހަރދުަނާުގތޮއެްުހދޯއަިދިނމުށަްުކމަާބެހޭުފަރތާްތކަުންުދިރސާކާޮށްުއެކމަުގެުއަލީގއަުިު

ުުފއަވިާުވާރކްުސްޓޭޝަންތކައެްު.ދާުއިނސްޓްޯލކްޮށްހޯ
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ުުމަޢުލމޫާތގުެުުުމސޫމުއާިބެހޭުުދޭުުރއަްޔތިުންނަށްުުތއަްޔާރުކޮށްުުއއެްުުމޮޑލެްުުފޯކސާޓްިންގުުވޭވްުު:މސައަްކަތްުުުކުރެވނުުު

 ހމިެނުންުުުތެރޭގއަި

ކުރުމަށްުހަވލާުވފެއަިވުާުުުމސަައްކަތްު

ުއެޖެނސްީު:
   އެންވޔަަރމެންޓއާިުމޯލްޑިވްސްުމޓީއިޮރޮލޖޮކިަލްުސަރވސިްުއިޓަލީގެުމިނސިްޓްރީުއފޮްު

މސަައްކަތްުނމިޭނކެަމަށުްު

ުލަފާކރުެވޭުތާރީޚް:ުު
2022ު

ުއިޓަލީުސަރކުާރުުުޚަރަދުކރުާުފަރތާްު:

ުޔރ458,750ުުޯޫުު:އަގުުުުމސަައްކަތގުެު

ުކުރއިަށދްަނީުމސައަްކަތްުުސްޓޓޭސަްު:ުުމސަައްކަތގުެު

މސޫމުއާިބެހޭުއިދާރާގެުމސައަްކަތްތަށްުހރަުދަނުާުުު،އިޓަލީުސަރުކރާުގެުހލިޭުއެހީގެުދށަުންުތަފޞްީލއެްު:މސަައްކަތގުެކރުުުު

ކުރމުަށްޓކައަިުވޭވްުފކޯސާްޓިނގްުމޑޮެލްުއއެްުތއަްޔާރކުޮށްުރއަްޔިތުންނށަްުދޭުމސޫމުއާިބެހޭު

މީ ހމިެނުން.ު އެބއަިު ު ތެރގޭއަިު ލަފކާުރވެޭމަޢުލމޫާތުގެު މޫސުންު އިތުރުން،ު ގތޮުްުގެު

ތރެެ މއަުލމޫާތުގެު ފރޯުކށޮްދިނމުަށދްވެޭު މޓެްު.ރައްޔިތުންނަށްު ބއަި،ު އިތުރވުެގނެމްިދާު ުޔަށްު

ކުރވެޭުމުިު.ުއދަި،ުއަލަށްުތއަްޔާރުުނަށްުއިތުރުކރުުންވސެްުހމިެނޭއޮފީހުގެުމޮބއަިލްުއެޕްލިކޝޭަ

މޓެްު. ދނިުމަށްު ތމަްރީނުު ވލިާތށަުްުުުމޮޑެލއްާބެހޭު އިޓަލީު މވުއަްޒަފުންު ފަންނީު އޮފީހގުެު

ުު.ނުވމުަށވްެސްުހމަޖަެހފިއަިވޭފޮ
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ުޕްރޮޖެކްޓްގެުނަން:ުޖިއޯމގެންެޓިކްުއޮބޒްަރވޭޝނަްު •

މސަައްކަތްުކުރުމަށްުހަވލާުވފެއަިވުާު

ުއެޖެނސްީު:
ު(ETH)ސްވިސްުފެޑރެަލްުއިނސްޓްިޓއިުޓްުއފޮްުޓކެްނޮލޖޮުީު

ުު-ުއގަުު:ޕްރޖޮެކޓްްގުެު

ފެޑރެލަުްުުއެހީގެުބާވތަްު: ސްވސިްު އއާިު އިނސްްޓޓިއިުޓްު ރސިާރޗްު ޖއިޯފިޒިކސްްު ނޝޭަނަލްު އިންޑއިާގެު

ުއިނސްްޓިޓިއުޓްުއޮފްުޓކެްނޮލޖޮީުގެުހިލއޭެހީު

ުކުރއިަށދްަނީުުސޓްޭޓސަްު:ުުޕްރޖޮެކޓްްގެު

މޯލްޑިވްސްުމީޓއިޮރލޮޖޮިކލަްުސަރވސިއްއާިުއިންޑއިާގެުނޭޝަނަލްުޖއިފޯިޒިކްސްުރސިރާޗުްުުކުރުުތފަްޞލީއެްު:ޕްރޖޮެކޓްްގެު

އިނސްްޓިޓއިުޓްުއއާިުސްވިސްުފެޑެރލަްުއިނސްްޓިޓއިުތްުއޮފްުޓކެްނލޮޖޮީުގޅުިގެންުސަރފސަުްު

މަޢު ބޭނުންވާު ކުރމުަށްު ދިރާސާު ހދޯުން.ުުމެގްނެޓިޒމައްާބެހޭު ރއާޖްޭގެުޞރަަޙއަްދުންު ލމޫާތުު

މިޕްރޖޮެކްޓްގއަިުމވުއަްޒަފުންުތމަްރނީްުކުރމުގުެުމސައަްކަތއެްުކުރަނީުއިންޑއިާގެުނޭޝނަލަުްު

އިންު. އިނސްްޓޓިއިުޓްު ސވްސިުްުުު ޖއިޯފިޒިކްސްުރިސާރޗްު ކުރަނީު ޚަރަދއެްު ހރުިހާު އެހނެްު

ުފެޑެރަލްުއިނސްޓްިޓއިުތްުއޮފްުޓކެްނލޮޖޮީުއިންު.

 

ުވއަިުނސުާފުުމނިވްރަުުބލެުންުޕްރޮޖެކްޓްގެުނަން:ު •

މސަައްކަތްުކުރުމަށްުހަވލާުވފެއަިވުާު

ުއެޖެނސްީު:
ުސްޓޮކްހމޯްުޔނުިވރަސިޓީ،ުސްވޑިްންު

ުު-ުއގަުު:ޕްރޖޮެކޓްްގުެު

ުގެުހލިއޭެހީުސްޓޮކްހމޯްުޔނުިވރަސިޓީުުއެހީގެުބާވތަްު:

ުކުރއިަށދްަނީުުސޓްޭޓސަްު:ުުޕްރޖޮެކޓްްގެު

ޔނުިވރަސިޓީުކުރުުތފަްޞލީއެްު:ޕްރޖޮެކޓްްގެު ދިރސާއާއެް.ުުސްޓޮކްހމޯްު ކރުެވޭު ބލެުމަށްު މިންވަރުު ނސުާފުު ވއަިު އިންު

ކުރވެުިު ވަޒަންު މިންވަރުު ހުރިު ނސުފާުކަންު ވއަގިެު ރއާޖްޭގެުޞަރަޙއަްދގުއަިު މިދިރސާާގއަިު

ުއެކމަާބެހޭުމަޢުލމޫާތުުއއެްކުރވެޭނެު.

ު
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ުކުރެވުނުުމހުއިްމުުމަސއަްކަތތްައްުވނަައަހރ2021ުުުުަ

ުދުނިޔޭގެުމޫސުމާއިބެހޭުދުވަސްު

ލްުމީޑިޔާ،ުޓވީީުއދަިުރޭޑއިޯުޗެނލަްތއަްުމދެުވރެިކށޮުްުށްުސޯޝަުފާހގަަކރުމުަުމާރިޗުް(23ުދވުަސްު)ުމސޫމުއާިބެހޭުދުނިޔގޭެުުއަހަރުުުވނ2021ުަަ

ދުވހަުގެުޝއިާރކަީު"ކނަޑއާިުއަހަރމެެންގެުމސޫުން"ުއެވެ.ުމިުޝިޔރާުާުުުބެހޭމސޫމުއާިުުހޭލުންތރެިުކުރވުމުުގެުހަރކަާތކައެްުހނިްގުނވެެ.ުމއިަހަރގުެ

އިޢކުުރވެުނުުޕސޯްޓްތަކގުެުއިތުރނުްުމީޓއިޮރލޮޖޮިކަލްުވޮޗްުއޮފހީުގެުފޯކސާޓްަރުންުޓވީުީުސޯޝލަްުމީޑޔިާުޕުލެޓްފމޯގުއަިުޝާުުގޅުުވއަގިެންުއޮފީހގުެ

ުލޫމާތުތަކއާިުއފޮީހުންުފރޯުކޮށދްޭުޙދިުމަތްތކަާުބެހމޭއަުލޫމާތުުހއިސްާކުރވެުނެވެ.ުުއަދިުރޭޑއިޯުޕްރގޮްރާމްުތކަގުއަިުދވުހައާިބެހޭުމއަު

 

 
 

ު

 
 
 
 
 

 އްުހިންގނުެވެު.އަތޮޅުތަކުގއަިުޤއާމިުކރުެވފިއަިވާުމެޓް.ުއޮފީސްތަކގުއަިވސެްުމިދވުަސްުފާހގަަކރުމުުގެުގޮތނުްުމވުއަްޒަފުނގްެުމދެގުއަިުޙަރކަާތްތކަެ

 
 
 
 
 

 

 އޮފީސްުސ.ުގަންުމެޓް.ު ލ.ުކއަދްޫުމެޓް.ުއޮފީސްު
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ުފޯކާސްޓްުވެދަރުސީސަނަލްު

ދުުވަހަށްުގެނސެދްުޭު އުޮތ24ުުުްުދުވހަުން ކުުރއިަށް މުޫސުނ5ުުުްުގަޑއިިރއާި ލުަފކާުރވެޭ ު)ސީޒަނަލް(ުުދވުަހށަް މުއުްދަތގުެ ދުިގު އުތިރުުން ފޯރކުޮށްދނިމުުގެ

އްޔާރކުޮށުްުފޯކސާްޓްުއދަިުކރުިއަށްުއޮތްުމަހުުވރާއެއާިުފިނިުހޫނުމިނަށްުއަންނނާެުބދަަލުތއަްުލަފކާުރވެޭުގތޮުގެުފޯކސާޓްްުވެސްުކޮނމްެުމަހކަުުތަ

ޓްުސއަިންޓިފިކްުގްރޫޕްު)ސައުތުުއޝޭިޔާުކްލއަމިެޓްުއއަުޓލްުކްުފޯރމަް(ުުވެބސްއަިޓަށްުލވެފިއަިުވާނއެވެެ.ުމއިީުސަރަޙއަްދީުފެނވްަރގުެުކލުއަމިެ

 ގެުބއަިވރެިންގެުމެދގުއަިުމަޝވްަރާކރުެވގިެންުތއަްޔރާުކރުެވޭުފޯކސާޓްެކވެުެ.

 

 

ުހޭލުންތެރިުކުރުމުގެުޕްރޮގްރާމް

އޮތމުުން،19ުު-ކޮވިޑްު ހއުްޓާލވެިފއަިު ގެނދްއިުންު ތނަްތަނަށްު ދަރވިަރނުްު ކިޔވަދާނިމުއާިު ސްކލޫުތަކގުއަިު ބޑޮުބއައެްގއަިު އަހރަުގެު ގޅުިގނެްު އާު

ުު ސްކޫލުތކަުން އަހަރުތކަުގއަިު އެހެންު އޮފސީތްަކަށްުއއާމްުކޮށްު ސަރަހއަދްީު އޮފީހަށއާިު މއަިު މީޓއިޮރލޮޖޮިކަލްުސރަވސިގްެު ކުރުާުުުމޯލްޑވިްސްު

ުު ގ4ުެުޒިޔާރަތްތއަްުކރުއިަކަށްުނުގެނދްއެެވެ.ުނަމަވެސްުހޭލުނތްެރިކނަްުއިތުރކުުރމުުގެުދެުޝޝެަނއެްުއޮންލއަިނކްޮށްުދެުސްކލޫއެްގެުގްރޭޑް

 ދަރވިަރކަަށވެެު.162ުުދރަިވރަަކށައާިުހުރަވީުސްކލޫުގ85ުުެުދަރވިަރުންނށަްުހިނގްުނވެެ.ުއއެީުޢރަަބއިްޔާުސްކޫލގުުެު

 ހދ.ުހަނިމދާޫުމެޓް.ުއޮފީސްު

 ގދ.ުކާޑއެްދޫުމެޓް.ުއޮފީސްު

 ސ.ުގަންުމެޓް.ުއޮފީސްު
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ުު

ު

އަހަ ުުއަދިު ކވޮިޑް ފހަުކޮޅުު 19ުުރގުެު ގްރޭޑް ސްކޫލގުެު ޖމަާލއުްދނީްު ގޅުިގެންު ލއުިކުރވެމުާު ފިޔަވޅަތުއަްު އަޅާފއަިވާު ގޅުިގެންު 2ުުއާު 160ުުގެ

މޯލްޑިވްސްުމޓީއިޮރޮލޖޮިކލަްުސަރވސިގްެުމއަިުއޮފީހަށްުޒިޔާރަތކްުރމުުންުމސޫމުއާިުބެހޭުމއަުލމޫާތއާިުއޮފީހުގުެުދަރވިަރުނވްަނީުހޅުުލގޭއަިުހުންނުަު

 މސައަްކަތްތަކގުެުމއަުލޫމާތުުފޯރކުޮށްުދވެިފއަިވއެެވެެ.ުު

ުު

ު

މސައަްކަތުުު އަވއެަނެސްު ސޭފޓްީު ހިނގްިު މވުއަްޒަފުންނަށްު ލމިިޓެޑގްެު ޕޯޓްސްު މޯލްޑިވްސްު

ންނަށްުމސޫމުއާިުބިންހލެުންުއަދިުސނުމާއީާުރިުބއަްދަލވުމުުގެުތރެއެިންުއެުބއަްދލަުވމުުގެުބއަިވެ

 މަޢުލޫމާތުުފޯރކުޮށދްެވނުްު.ބެހޭު

މީގއެިތުރުންުމސޫމުާުގޅުނުްުހުރިުތަފާތުުއކެއިެކިުމއަުލޫމާތުުއއާމްުންުޝއަުގވުެރވިާނެހެނުްު

ބުސަމްަގު،ު މުސޫމުީ އުެގތޮުން ފުޯރކުޮށދްެވނުެވެ. މުެދުވރެިކށޮް މުީޑއިާ މުީސް ގުުރެފކިސްް( )އިންފޯ

ރޯ ގގުުރުން،ުބަނަފިނި،ުހިރަފސުްު ޅއިއާިުއރިުގެުވަށއަގިެުފެންނުަުމސޫމުީުރެކޯޑސްް،ުވދިާު

'ހޭލޯ'ުފދަަުއަހަރތުެރގޭައިުރއާޖްޭގެުއެކސިަރަހއަްދތުަކުންުފާހގަަކރުެވނުުުކަންކމަާުގުޅުންހރުުިު

 ތަފސްީލުތއަްުފސޭްބުކް،ުޓުވޓިަރުއދަިުވއަިބަރުގްރޫޕުުމެދވުެރކިޮށްުފޯރކުޮށދްެވުނވެެު.

ު

ުންުދީގަތުންުއަދިުނިއުސްުބުލެޓިމޑީިޔާތަކަށްުދެވުނުުބަސް

މާރިޗުގއަިުމެދރުއާޖްއެއާިުދެކނުުގެުސަރަހއަްދަށްުއަސަރުކރުމަުންުދިޔ29ުުުަުއަހަރުގެުކުރކީޮޅުުމސޫމުއާިުބެހޭުދެުހަބަރުުނރެެވފިއަިވއެެވެ.ުއއެުީު

ގއަިުނރެެވނ2021ުުުުމ13ުުުޭުއއާމްުކުރމުަށްޓކައަުިުމގޭއަިުރއާޖްެއަށްުހޅުަނގުުމސޫުންުފެށނުުކމަުގެުމއަުލމޫތ12ުުުުުާކޅޮިގަނޑކަާުބހެޭގޮތނުްނއާުިު

މުީޑި މުީސް ފުޯރކުޮށދްިނމުށަްޓަކއަި މުއަުލޫމާތު ފުަސޭހއަިން ގުާތުން ވުީހވާެސް އުއާމްުންނާ އުތިުރުން ޚުަބރަުތަކގުެ މުސޫމުާބެހޭ މުދެުވރެިކށޮުްުހަބަރެެވެ. އާ

ކުަނކްމަާ ދުޭނވްީ ޙުލާަތްތކަގުއަިުސަލމާަތީގޮތުންުސމަާލކުަން ގުސޯވްާ މުސިަރަހއަދްުގއަުިުމޫސުން މުީގތެެރގޭއަި ފުޯރުކށޮްދވެުނވެެ. މުަޢުލމޫތާު ބެހޭގޮތުން

 އުފެދުނުުތިންުތފޫާނގުެުމއަުލމޫާތވުސެްުހމިެނއެެވެު.
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ުމީޓިއރޮޮލޮޖިސްޓްުއަޙުމަދުުޝާބނިްުރާއްޖެޓވީީއަށްުދެއްވިުބަސްދިގަތުން

 

ޕީއެސްއެމްުއަށްުދެއްވުިުއެސިސްޓެންޓްުމީޓިއރޮޮލޮޖިސްޓްުޙުސެއިންުވަޙީދުު

ުބަސްދީގަތުން

 

 ޖެުޓީވީގެުފަލަސރުުޚީުޕރްޮގރްާމްގައިޢަލީުޝރަފީުުރާއްމީޓިއރޮޮލޮޖީ،ުޑެޕިއުޓީުޑރިކެްޓރަުޖެނރެަލްު

 

 ވެދަރުސްޓޫޑިއޯު

ވޓީީވީުއަދިުދވިހެުިު،  ޓީވއީމެް،ުރއާޖްެޓީވީއަހަރުގެުހރުިހާުދވުަހއެްގއަިުވެސްުޓީވީުވދެަރުޕްރެޒެނޓްޭޝަންުރކެޯރޑކްުރވެިފއަިުވއެެވެ.ުމިގތޮުނުްުމި

ކުޮނމްެުދުވހަަކުުއެޗެނަލތްަކަށްުފރޯުކޮށދްވެުނވެެ.ުމިވގަުތުުމީު ޓއިޮރޮލޖޮިކލަުްުޗެނަލްުއިންުދއެކްުމަށްުރކެޯރޑްުކުރވެިފއަިވާުވެދރަުޕްރެޒެނޓްޭޝަން

 ށްފއަވިއެެވެު.ވޮޗްުއޮފީހގުއަިުމސައަްކަތްުކރުމަުނދްާުހރުިހާުމވުއަްޒަފުންުވެސްުޕުރެޒނެްޓްުކޮު

ކޮށފްއަިވަނީު ތއަްޔރާުު ގރްެފިކްސްު ބޭނުނވްާު ޕްރެޒެންޓޭޝަންއަށްު

ޓެކްނޝީަންުނސަްޚު އިނސްްޓރްމުެންޓްު އަހމުަދވެެ.ުاللهުމީޓއިޮރޮލޖޮިކލަްު

ުު ރކެޯރޑް ޕްރެޒެންޓޭޝނަްު ހަވރީުުއަދިު ދުވހަަކުު ކޮނމްެު ކށޮްފއަިވަނީު

 ޑއިުޓީގައިުހުނންަވާުޓކެްނީޝަނވެެު.

 

 

 

 

 އަޙުމަދުުاللهުމީޓިއރޮޮލޮހޖކިަލްުއިންސްޓރްުމެންޓްުޓކެްނޝީަންުނަސްޚު
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ު

ވެ.ުއަދުިުމީގއެިތުރުންުކޮނމްެުދވުަހަކުުހެނދނުުުފޯނުުމދެވުެރިކށޮްުދިވހެިރއާޖްޭގެުއަޑަށއާިުރއާޖްެުޓވީީއަށްުލއަިވކްށޮްުމޫސުންުކޔިއަިދވެުނެު

ދވުަސްތަކގުއަިުލއަިވކްޮށްުޓވީއީމެއްަށާއިުރއާޖްެުޓވީީުއދަިުވޓީީވއީަށްުއެުޗެނަލްތކަގުެުޚަބރަުުގަޑގީެުތެރއެިންުވީޑއިުޯުމޫސުންުގސޯވްެގނެްދޔިުަު

 ކޯލްުމދެުވރެިކށޮްުމސޫމުާބެހޭުމއަުލމޫާތުުފޯރކުޮށދްެވުނވެެު.
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ުވނަައަހަރުުހިލޭއެހގީެުގޮތގުައިުލިބިފައިވާުތަކެތ2021ުުި

ުއެނެކސްްުތަކެތގީެުބޭނުންުކރުެވގޭޮތްުުހިލޭއެހީުދއެްވިުފަރާތްުުއަގުުތަކެތގީެުނަންު

CMACastުުުކމޮްޕއިުޓަރ

ުސސިްޓމަް
ުCMA 

CMAުުްުސސިްޓމަްުއަޕްގރްޭޑ

ުކުރމުަށްު
ANNEX 1 

 WMO ުރޭޑއިސޯޮންޑްުު 400
ސ.ގމަުގއަިުރޭޑއިސޯޮންޑުްު

ުއބޮްޒަރވޭޝަންުހެދމުަށްު
ANNEX 2 

WMOު  ވެދރަުބެލޫނ450ުުުް
ސ.ގމަުގއަިުރޭޑއިސޯޮންޑުްު

ުއބޮްޒަރވޭޝަންުހެދމުަށްު
ANNEX 3 
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 ލިބުނުުއމާްދަނީއއާިުހިނގިުޚރަަދުު

ވަނަުއަހަރުުހިނގިުޚަރދ1202ުުަ  

    ރިކަރަނޓްްުޚަރދަުުުުުުުުުުުުުުުު 3,871,480.92

 ކެޕިޓަލްުޚރަަދުުުުުުުުުުުުުުުުުުު 184,369.87

 މުވއަްޒަފުންނަށްުހިނގިުޚަރދަުުުުުުުުު 23,580,737.57

 ޖުމްލަުުުުުުުުުުުުުުުުުުުުުުު 27,636,588.36

 

ުވަނަުއަހަރުގެުބޖަެޓްގެުތަފްޞީލ2021ުުްމޯލްޑިވްސްުމީޓިއޮރޮލޮޖިކަލްުސަރވިސްގެު

ވަނަުއހަަރަށްުލަފކާުރިުބޖަޓ1202ުުުުުުުުުުުުުްެ 41,869,943.00  

ވަނަުއހަަރުުޚަރދަުުކުރމުަށްުލބިުނުުބޖަެޓ1202ުުުުުް 32,360,136.00  

ވަނަުއހަަރގުެުޖމުްލަުޚަރދ1202ުުުުުުުުުުުުުުުަ 27,636,588.36  

ވަނަުއހަަރުުނމިުނުުއިރުުޚރަަދުުނކުުރވެިުބކާީހުރިުޖމުްލަުފއަސ1202ުުުުުުުުާި 4,723,547.64  

 

،  ވނަަުއަހަރވުެސްުވަނ2021ުުުީގެުބަލމިަޑުކމަުގެުސބަަބުންުސރަުކރާުުހިންގމުަށްުގނެެވުނުުބދަަލުުތަކއާކެު،19ުުު-ނުރއަްކާތެރިުކވޮިޑްނޓޯް:ުު

ުު ޚަރަދުތއަްުހމިެނއެެވެ.ުއެކމަގުުެުބއައެްުޚަރަދުތއަްުކޮންޓރްޯލްުކުރވެފިއަެވެ.ުއޭގެތެރގޭއަި ދތަުރުުޚަރދަތުަކއާި،ުމަރާމާތުުކުރމުއާިުކެޕިޓލަްު

ކޯސްތކަުގަ ޓްރއެިނިންު މުވއަްޒަފުންު ބއައެްު އިތުރުންު މީގެު ވއެެވެ.ު ބާކވީެފއަިު ޚަރދަުތަކނުްު ކޕެިޓަލްު ޚަރދައާިު ރިކަރނަްޓްު އުިުސބަަބުންު

މަޤާ ބއައެްު ވމުއާި،ު ފުރާފއަިު ފދަުަުމުތަރއާޖްއެިންބޭރަށްު އެލަވނަްސްު އެހެނިހެންު އއާިު މުސާރަު ލސަވްެފއަވިާތީ،ު ނގެުންު މުވއަްޒަފުންު ކަށްު

ުު ޚަރދަުތަކނުް ހިނގާު ބކާީވުިުުުރފުިޔާ  1,833,051.20މުވއަްޒަފުންނަށްު ބޖަެޓުންު ލިބިފއަވިާު ޚރަަދކުުރނަްު އަދިު ވއެެވެ.ު ވެފއަިު ބކާީު

ބާކީުވެފއަވިަނީުކަރަނޓްއާިުފެނއާިުފނޯުުބިލްތކައާިުގުޅޭުކޯޑުުތކަުންނވެެ.ުމގީުެުުުރުފޔިާ  504,814.84ރފުިޔާގެުތެރއެިނ4,723,547.64ުުުުް

ތެރގޭއަިުއެވގަުތއަްުކޮނމްެހނެްުކުރަންުޖެހޭުޚަރދައެްުފޔިަވއަިުއހެެނިހެނުްުުުގެުސބަަބުންުސރަުކާރުންުއޅެއުްވިުފިޔވަަޅުތަކގ19ުުުެުއިތުރުންުކޮވިޑް

ުމަރމާާތއާުިުހުރިހާުޚަރދައެްުމަރމާާތއާިުކެޕިޓލަްުކޯޑުތަކނުްުނކުުރުމަށްުއަނގްަވފާއަިވތާީ،ުބއައެްުޚަރަދުތއަްުނުކށޮްުމަޑޖުއަސްާލމުުގެުސބަަބުން

ުޔާުޚަރދަުުނކުުރވެިުބާކީުވފެއަިވއެވެެ.ުުރުފިުުރުފިޔާު 1,472,569.41ކެޕިޓަލްުކޯޑުުތަކުންު
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ުވނަައަހރަުުކުރމުަށްުރޭވފިައވިާުމުހިއްމުުކނަތްައ2022ުް

 މމިޮޑެލްުތއަްޔރާުކށޮްުނމިމުުނުްުުުު.ކުރުންުުތއަްޔރާުފޯރކސާްޓިނގްުއިތުރަށްުފޅުކާުރމުުގެުގޮތުންުވޭވްުފރޯކސާޓްިންގުމޮޑެލއްއެުްުުުވެދރަ •

ުު މމިޮޑެލވްެސްުއިތރުވުެގނެްދާނެ. ތެރއެަށްު ވެދރަުފޯކސާޓްްގެު މމިޮޑެލްުއިތރުުކޮށ2022ުުުްުމިހާރުުތއަްޔރާުކުރާު ވަނަުއަހރަުުތެރޭގއަިު

 ބޭނުންުކރުަންުފށެމުުގެުއިތރުުންުޓކެްނީޝަނނުްުތމަްރީންުކރުމުުގެުމސައަްކަތްުކރުެވނޭެު.

ރމުުގުެުމސޫމުއާިބެހޭުއިދާރާގެުމސައަްކަތްތށަްުހަރުދނަާުކުރމުަށޓްަކއަިުމިުއޮފހީުގެުއެންމެހާުމސައަްކަތްތަށްުއޮޓމޮޓޭްކޮށްުއިންޓގެްރޓޭްުކުު •

މްރނީުްުސޮފްޓވްއެަރުޑިވލެޮޕްކުރމުަށފްަހުުއިނސްޓްޯލްުކުރނަްުފެށމުުގެުއިތުރުންުމވުއަްޒަފުންުތައގެޮތުނުްުމސައަްކަތްުކރުިއަށްުގެނދްއިުން.ުު

ުކުރމުުގެުމސައަްކަތްުކުރވެޭނެު.

ހާރުުުދުނިޔގޭެުމސޫމުއާިބެހޭުއެހެނިހެންުއިދާރާތކައާިުމިސަރވސިއްއާިުދމެެދުުމަޢުލޫމާތުުބދަލަުުކުރުންުއިތުރށަްުރގަަޅުުކުރމުގުެުގޮތުންުމި •

 ރމުގުެުމސައަްކަތް.ުުބޭނުންކުރާުމުވާޞލަާތީުވއިުގަުއިތުރށަްުހަރދުަނާުކު

ރނލަުްުއެންޑްުއިނޓްައވެއެރަނެސުްުކލޮޓިީުމެނޖޭމްެންޓްުސސިޓްމަްގISOުުުެުުުސ.ުގމަުގެުމެޓް.ުއޮފހީުގއަިުުއޮފީހއާިުުހދ.ުހނަމިާދޫުމޓެްު. •

ުުުުޕްރޮގރްމާްތއަްުހިންގުންު.ނނިްގުުއޯޑިޓްުޓްރއެި މސައަްކަތްތއަް ދެއޮފހީުގެު މިންގަނޑުތކަަށްުގެނއަމުގISOުުުެުުމިޕްރޮގްރމާްތކަަށފްަހުުއެު

 މސައަްކަތްުފެށޭނެު.

ކުރމުއާުިު • ތައްޔާރުު ފރޯކސާްޓްު ސީޒަނލަްު ޞަރަހއަްދގުެު ރއާޖްެު ބޭނމުަކީު މިފޯރމަްގެު ބއޭްވުން.ު ރއާޖްޭގއަިު އއެްު ފޯރމަްު މޮންސޫންު

 މަޢލުޫމާތުުދިނުންު.މިފޯރކސާްޓްުބޭނުންުކުރއާވްާުފރަާތތްަކަށްުފޯރކާސްޓްުބނޭުންުކުރާނގެޮތގުެު

ުސ.ުގމަުގެުމެޓް.ުއޮފހީުގެުއއާިމާރާތުގެުމސައަްކަތްު. •
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ުރިޕޯރޓްުނނިްމުންު

ުު ގޮންޖެހުންތކަކައާިުުވނައަަހަރކަީވސ2021ުުުްެވޭތވުެދިޔަ ުުުުކުުގިނަު ބޮޑެތިުމސައަްކތަްތކައެް ުު.ުމކިމަަށްޓކައަިުކުރވެުނުުއހަަރެކވެެމުހއިމްުުއަދިު

ههُުاللهُމތާްުއަރަހުށިުހުސްތހާިރވުަންތަ ުޙަޟރްަތަށްުޙމަދްއާިުޝކުުރުުދަންނވަމަެވެު.ުގެوتَعََالىَُުسهبحَْانَ

ވަނއަަހރަުވެސްުމލޯްޑިވސްްުމީޓއިޮރޮލޖޮިކލަްުސަރވސިއްިންުރއަްޔިތުންނަށްުފޯރުކށޮްދޭުޚިދމުަތތްަކގުެުފެނވްަރގުެުރަގަޅުުކުރމުަށއ2021ުުުިުާ

ުުމުވއަްޒަފުންނއާިުމއުއަް އަބަދވުސެުްުސސަާގެުތަރއަްޤއީަށްޓަކއަިުވަރަށގްިނަުމުހއިމްުުމސައަްކަތްތަކއެްުކރުެވނުެވެ.ުމިހުރހިާުމސައަްކަތއެްގއަި

މުިސަރވސިްގެުމުވއަްޒަފނުްނެވެ.ުު ކމަގުެުތރެޭގއަިުދތައިުދަނގޫތަކއާކެުވސެްުމޅުއިަހަރުުުގެުބލަމިަޑ19ުުު-ކވޮޑިްއެނމްބެޮޑުުދއަުރއެްުއދަާކރުާުބަޔކަީ

ށުްުއިުމިސަރވސިގްެުމެނޖޭމްެންޓއާިުމުވއަްޒަފުންުއޅަގުަނޑއާއިެކީުކރުއެްވިުބުރަުއަދިުއަގުހރުިުމސައަްކތަްތަކަށޓްަކއަިުއމެުވއަްޒަފުންނަުތެރޭގަ

ކުރމުގުަ ތރައަްޤީު ހިނގްާު މސައަްކަތތްއަްު މީޓއިރޮޮލޖޮިކލަްުސަރވސިގްެު މޯލްޑވިްސްު ދަނންަވމަވެެ.ު ޝުކރުުު އިޚްލާސްތެރކިމައާެކުު ުުއިުވަރަށްު

އއެްބާރުލއެވްމުއާިު ދއެްވިު ޝއަުނާު ޢއަިޝތަުު އަލްފާޟލިާު ޓކެންޮލޖޮީު އެންޑްު ޗޭނޖްްު ކްލއަމިެޓްު އެންވޔަަރމެންޓް،ު އޮފްު މިނސިްޓަރު

ުއެހީތެރިކމަަށޓްަކއަިުއކެމަަނއާަށްުހިތގުއެަޑިންުޝކުުރުުދަންނވަމަވެެު.

މުުވއަްاللهުމާތް މުެނޖޭމްެނޓްއާި މުީޓއިޮރޮލޖޮކިަލްުސަރވސިްގެ ފުާގތަިކަނުްުމޯލްޑިވްސް ކުމާިޔާބއާި ލުއަްވާ ބުރަަކާތް ބުުރމަސައަްކަތގުއަި ކުުރއަވްާ ޒަފުން

ުުމިންވަރުުކުރއަްވށާއިެވެ.ުު ގެުބަލމިަޑުކމަުންުއވަަހަށްުސލަާމަތްުކުރއަްވއަިުއުފވާެރިުދވުަސްތކައ19ުުުްުެު-އޅަުގަނޑމުެންުއެނމްެންުކޮވިޑްުއަދި
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This report consists of significant weather events that occurred during 

the year 2021, primarily including the data of heavy rainfall and gust 

wind with severe weather-related information and pictures. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                           Meteorological Watch office               

Maldives Meteorological Service  

10 Jan 2022 

  

 
SEVERE WEATHER REPORT  

2021 
 



 

HIGHLIGHTS  

 

 Heaviest rainfall recorded for the year was 212.5 millimeters, which was recorded at the 

AWS in B.Dharavandhoo on 12th January 2021.  

 

 Highest maximum wind speed of 61 miles per hour was recorded at the AWS in 

Hdh.Hanimaadhoo and H.dh Kulhudhuffushi on 14th May.  

 

 The lowest pressure of 1002.1 hpa had been reported at the Meteorological office in HDh. 

Hanimaadhoo on 15th October. This was due to the low-pressure trough which was 

associated with the Low-Pressure Area over southeast Arabian Sea and adjoining 

Lakshadweep area of Kerela coast.  

 

 Highest Maximum temperature was 33.9 degree Celsius, recorded at the National 

Meteorological  Center, Hulhule on 28th April 2021.  

 

 Lowest Minimum temperature was 21.9 degree Celsius, recorded at the National 

Meteorological Center, Hulhule on 15th September 2021. 

 

 Onset of southwest monsoon was declared on 12th May 2021 over southern atolls and 

13th May 2021 for central and northern atolls.  

 

 Northeast monsoon was declared on 20th December 2021. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

During the first four days of January, there were no significant 

weather systems that affected Maldives area. However, on 5th of January a 

low-level circulation had formed in the southwest of Maldives and under 

its influence,  a moderate convergence zone had formed over the southern 

atolls. This system deteriorated weather in southern-most atolls and 

brought spells of heavy downpours on 5th and 6th January consequently. The 

system then moved further away from Maldives.  Perpetually, the ITCZ 

started shifting to South of Maldives and as a result convective clouds 

started forming in the South of Maldives on January 5th. It 

further triggered the convective activity and brought heavy 

rain showers to southern-most atolls thereby for the next 

couple of days.  

 

On January 19th, a low-level cyclonic circulation had formed over Maldives area and under 

the influence of the tropical easterlies surface winds became more significant, mostly, in the 

central atolls. The condition prevailed until  January 25th, and weakened thereafter. The 

persistence of strong winds caused wave surges across the country and in meantime, another 

low-level circulation with potential to become a significant tropical cyclone formed in the far 

southwest of Maldives. Under its influence the weather in southern atolls deteriorated and 

experienced heavy spells of rain. January entered its later stage with a high-pressure ridge formed 

over northern and central atolls. It became perceptible on January 26th, and was persistent until 

the end of the month.  

 

In the month of January, Maldives had experienced heavy rainfalls mostly in the southern 

atolls which led to events flooding in some islands. The table below shows rainfall of a significant 

amount recorded during January 2020. On 23rd of  January, swell waves swamped some islands 

in northern atolls, particularly, Inguraidhoo, Fainu and Kinolhas of Raa Atoll and caused some 

JANUARY 2021  

Figure 1: Contour plot showing monthly 
accumulated rainfall (in mm) of Jan 
2021. Contours smoothed by using 
Kriging, Gridding method.  
 



damages. Furthermore, in the evening of 22nd January, a speed boat capsized in Noonu Atoll 

which led to the loss of a human life.  

Maldives Meteorological Service issued 37 alerts in total during the month of January 

which includes 34 White Alerts and 3 Yellow Advisories. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 3: Aftermath of flooding in 
GDh.Thinadhoo on 26th January 2021. 

Figure 2: The highest amount of rainfall recorded 
during the month of January 2021. 

Figure 4: Showing the images of a  flood event due to swell wave surges on 23 January 2021. 
(a) and (b) are R.Fanu and (c) is R.Kinolhas. 

 ( c)  ( a)  ( b) 



 

 

Month of February started with a fine weather, few significant 

events occurred during this month. Due to strong monsoonal 

northeasterly winds, central part of the country experienced high winds 

during the first week. During the second week, almost fine weather 

prevailed over the country. A cyclone named “Faraji” was formed over 

south Indian Ocean, far away from Maldives and hence it had no direct 

influence to Maldives weather.    

 

During the third and fourth week of February, 

generally fine weather prevailed 

in central and northern atolls. 

Due to a low-level circulation 

formed over south of Maldives, 

Southern atolls experienced rain 

with a few heavy showers  and 

thunderstorms on 15th and 20th of 

February. Heaviest rain fall of 63 

millimeter was recorded at the 

AWS in Ga.Gemanafushi on 15th 

and 90 millimeter was recorded at the AWS in S.Hithadhoo on 20th February.  

 

During the month of February, total of 16 Alerts were sent, among them 15 were white 

alerts and 1 was a yellow Alert. These Alerts were issued for expecting strong winds in central 

and northern atolls, and for heavy rain and thunderstorms in southern atolls.  

   

  

FEBRUARY 2021  

Figure 6: Satellite image of 07 Feb 
2021 at 0801 local time showing 
Tropical Cyclone “Faraji”.  

Figure 7: FY2G Satellite image of 21 
Feb 2021 at 0301 local time, 
showing intense convective clouds 
over southernmost atolls.  

 

Figure 5:Contour plot showing monthly 
accumulated rainfall (in mm) of Feb 2021.  



         

 

Under the influence of the presence of high-pressure areas in both 

the Central Bay of Bengal and northwest Arabian Sea, mainly fine weather 

prevailed during the first week of March. However, on the 9th a cyclonic 

circulation has formed in the Comorin-Maldives area, extending up to 0.9 

km above mean sea level. In addition, a cyclonic circulation was formed 

in the south of Maldives. As a result of these two systems the wind 

confluence region had formed in the central part of the Maldives led to the 

formation of intense convective clouds over Maldives area.  

 

Scattered rain and isolated thundershowers 

occurred over the country with some few heavy 

showers in northern atolls from 9th until 12th due to the 

systems.  Heaviest rainfall of 66 millimeters was 

recorded at AWS in Ha. Kelaa on 10th  and 60 milliliters 

was recorded at AWS in K. Dhiffushi. The Cyclonic 

circulations got less marked on the 13th but an east-west 

converging area was formed over central and southern 

atolls. Due to this, scattered rain and thunderstorms 

was experienced in central and southern atolls from 15th 

to 20th . A few heavy showers occurred in central atolls 

on the 15th and in southern atolls on the 20th.  Heaviest 

rainfall of 66 millimeters was recorded at the National 

Meteorological Centre, Hulhule’ on the 15th and 52 millimeters at AWS in GA. Koodoo on 20th.  

 

Thereafter, an east-west trough was formed on the 23rd which caused intense convective 

clouds to form in the east of Maldives. Hence, scattered rain with isolated thunderstorms was 

experienced from 24th to 26th over the country with some few heavy showers to central atolls on 

MARCH 2021  

Figure 9: IMD:GFS Model, 925 hpa wind, 
valid for 0500 hrs local time of 9th March 
2021. Source : https://nwp.imd.gov.in 

Figure 8: Contour plot showing monthly 
accumulated rainfall (in mm) of March 2021.  



25th which was 52 millimeters recorded at the AWS in K. Guraidhoo and 68 millimeters recorded 

at AWS in A.Dh. Maamigilli. 

 

On the 27th a Cyclonic Circulation was formed over southern atolls . Under the influence 

of this system, intense convective clouds were formed over central and southern atolls between 

28th and 30th  of March with strong divergence over southern atolls.    

 

Fairly widespread rain with isolated heavy showers and thunderstorms occurred in 

southern atolls from 28th – 1st April. Scattered rainshowers were experienced in central and 

northern atolls as well during that period. Heaviest rainfall of 166 milliliters was recorded on 28th 

at the Meteorological Office, S.Gan followed by 106, 92 and 71 millimeters in Ga.Gemanafushi, 

S.Hithadhoo, Ga.Kooddoo respectively. In addition to heavy rain, windy condition prevailed 

during this period in southern atolls with average strong winds of 20 – 30 miles per hour in 

southern-most atolls. Maximum gust wind speed of 55 miles per hour was recorded on 28th at 

the Meteorological Office, S.Gan followed by 46, 42 and 41 miles per hour in A.Dh. Maamigili, V. 

Rakeedhoo and Ga.Kooddoo respectively. In addition, strong average winds of 20 – 30 miles per 

hour prevailed in central atolls from 0800 – 1400 hrs on 29th with maximum gust wind speed of 

44 miles per hour recorded during that time in the National Meteorological Centre, Hulhule’.  

This windy condition caused uproots of some trees in the roads of Male’ City. Damages to 

households and uproots of trees were also reported in Addu City. Additionally, on that day an 

Figure 10: IMD:GFS Model, 925 hpa 
wind, valid for 0500 hrs local time on 
28th March 2021. Source : 
https://nwp.imd.gov.in/ 

 

Figure 11: FY2G Satellite image 
of 29 March 2021 at 0401 local 
time, showing intense convective 
clouds over central and southern 
atolls.  

 

Figure12: Upper-level Divergence 
of 28 March 2021 at 2000 hrs local 
time. Source: 
http://tropic.ssec.wisc.edu/   



Oil carrying Boat near Hulhumale’ with three people onboard sunk due to the windy condition 

and rough seas. According to MNDF, these people were rescued.  

 

On 29th Meteorological Office, S.Gan recorded a maximum gust wind speed of 53 miles 

per hour followed by 46 miles per hour recorded in both National Meteorological Center, Hulhule 

and in Meteorological Office, L. Kadhdhoo. Furthermore, due to the windy condition, wind wave 

surges occurred in some island and the combined effect of heavy rain and wind wave surges 

resulted in the flooding of these islands. In March 2021, 43 White Alerts, 11 Yellow Alerts and 2 

Orange  Alerts were issued. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure14: Flood and some damages to household in Addu 
City on 29thMarch 2021. 

 ( d)  ( e)  (f) 

Figure 13: Uprooted Trees due to strong winds. (d) is Male city on 29th of March and (e) and (f) are 
Addu City on 29th March 2021. 

Figure 15: Flood due to waves surges in 
Lh.Hinnavaru on 29th March 2021. 



 

 

April climatologically considered as a transition month between NE 

monsoon and SW monsoon. Meaning with light and variable winds from both 

northern and southern hemisphere converge on a daily basis. This convergence 

results in more than average thunderstorm activity with fairly lower episodes 

of heavy rainfall (<50mm). Hot and humid conditions are normal for the month 

of April.  

Compared to last year this year’s April was eventless, no heavy rainfall 

event was observed throughout the month. Although 

the start of the month was windy with somewhat rough 

seas due to the persisting trough over north-south oriented 

trough from the depression over north Arabian sea. This 

synoptic feature however did not last and soon a high-pressure 

area over Arabian sea followed.  And on 11th under the influence 

of a cyclonic circulation and local convection, scattered rain 

showers were observed over the country until 17th. From 17th 

onwards no significant synoptic features maintained over the 

country until 26th where another north-south oriented trough 

along with a cyclonic circulation over Bay of Bengal persisted 

until the end of the month. 

  

Total of 12 alerts were sent on April, all were white alerts, among it 7 were sent for strong 

winds and rough seas. A maximum temperature of 33.9 degrees Celsius was recorded at the 

National Meteorological centre, Hulhule on 29th April. 

  

Figure 17: IMD:GFS Model, 850 hpa 
wind, valid for 0500 hrs local time on 
02nd April 2021, depicting trough 
over southern atolls. Source : 
https://nwp.imd.gov.in  

Figure 16:Contour plot showing monthly 
accumulated rainfall (in mm) of April 2021. 

APRIL 2021  



 

 

Likewise last year, month of May started with heavy downpour from 

first week onwards. Strong upper-level divergence was observed over the 

southern atolls throughout on 3rd and 4th May. As a results, Meteorological 

office in Gdh.Kaadehdhoo and S.Gan recorded 74.3 and 102.1 millimeter on 

3rd and 4th May, respectively. Along with that, due to the enhanced upper-level 

divergence and cloud development, on 7th May,  fairly distribution amount of 

rainfall was observed over the country.    

 

A low-pressure area started developing over the 

southeast Arabian Sea from 10th May onwards and its trough 

associated with this system extended up to the Maldives. In 

conjunction with that, the active phase of Inter Tropical 

Convergence Zone (ITCZ) was observed throughout the 

Maldives from 10th to 16th May. This low-pressure system and 

the active phase of the ITCZ over the Maldives leads the 

development of deep convection over the country. At the same 

time, the system over the southeast Arabian Sea got well 

organized and later enhanced into depression over the 

Lakshadweep area on 13th May and later into a deep depression on 14th May. As a result, deep 

MAY 2021  

Figure19: Surface streamlines, 
wind speed (kts), valid for 1700 hrs 
local time on 11 May 2021.  

Figure 20: Upper-level Divergence, 
valid for 2000 hrs local time on 14th 
May 2021. 

Figure 21: FY2G satellite image of 
12th Amy 2021 at 2000 hrs local 
time. 

Figure 22: FY2G Satellite image 
of 13th May 2021 at 0600 hrs 
local time. 

Figure 18: Contour plot showing 
monthly accumulated rainfall (in mm) of 
May 2021. 



convective clouds developed over the country which gave very heavy downpour over a fairly 

widespread areas of the country. Heavy to very heavy rainfall was recorded mainly over the 

central and southern atolls. The following figure (Figure 25) shows the amount of heavy rainfall 

occurred during this period.     

 

The deep depression over the 

southeast and east central Arabian Sea later 

intensified into a cyclonic storm 

“TAUKTAE” over Lakshadweep and 

adjoining area on 15th of May. On 16th May 

the cyclonic storm further intensified into a 

very severe cyclonic storm and was moving 

north-northwestwards, away from the 

Maldives. As the system was moving further 

away from Maldives and its associated 

winds over the country was getting less 

significant. Along with the system in the 

north of the country, another low-level 

circulation was formed over the south of Maldives. The combined effect of these two systems 

maintained enhanced connective activities over the country. This resulted fairly widespread 

rainfall, mainly over the southern atolls.  

  

A cyclonic circulation was formed over the southeast and adjoining central Bay of Bengal 

from 22nd May onwards. On 23rd May this circulation concentrated to a low-pressure area and 

later intensified further to a Well-Marked Low-Pressure Area (WMLPA). Due to the trough 

extension of the system, enhanced cloud formation was present over the north and central atolls. 

Along with that, the active Somali jet maintained high winds in central and northern atolls.   

  

Figure 23: An image of severe weather bulltin issued by 
MMS on 15th May 2021 at 0800 local time. Satellite 
image and Model projection, showing the Tropical cyclone 
“Tauktae” over the Arabian sea. Surce: 
https://rsmcnewdelhi.imd.gov.in 



This system later enhanced further into cyclonic 

storm “Yaas” on the 24th May and was expected to 

further intensity into a very severe cyclonic storm. 

Surface winds over the Maldives was picked up due to 

the intensification of this system.  Along with that, 

strong upper-level divergence was observed over the 

Maldives, from 23rd May onwards till 26th May. This 

resulted enhanced convective activities over the 

country. Divergence was mainly strong over the central and northern parts of the country. This 

evidence was seen with the deep convective activities more concentrated over the central and 

northern atolls during 23rd to 26th May. At the same time, significant amount of rainfall was also 

mainly concentrated over the central and northern atolls, compared to the southern parts of the 

country.  

  

Total 131 alerts were issued for severe weather event unfolded during the month of May. 

Among those, 7 orange alerts and 49 yellow alerts were issued. Orange alerts were mainly issued 

for torrential rain with possible of flooding with high winds.   

  

Figure 25: A significant amount of >100 mm of rainfall was recorded on 11th ,12 and 14th May 2021. This 
heavy rainfall occurred due to onset of southwest monsoon.   

Figure 24: Surface streamlines on 24th May 
2021, showing  Tropical Cyclone “ Yaas”.  
Source: https://earth.nullschool.net 



 

 

Apart from few days with scattered showers, June 2021 was 

observed drier than normal across the country. Environmental 

conditions were also consistent with suppressed convection over the 

area. According to global climate models, MJO signal was over phase 

7(suppressed convective phase for Indian Ocean) and had a westward 

propagation during the 1st week of the month. It emerged into phase 

2(convective phase for Indian Ocean) during the 2nd week and had a 

successive re-emergence over phase 1. It also remained in the unit circle 

during part of week 2 and week 3. Hence, there was no rain augmenting 

over the Maldives. Environmental Prediction centers 

suggested that it could be due to enhanced convection 

associated with tropical cyclones that were developed in the Indian Ocean during the previous 

month, May 2021. Thus, monsoon break was experienced over the area with anomalous 

subsidence since early June.  

 

Figure 27:  OLR Anomalies and MJO Phase space indicate 
that there was anomalous dryness over Maldives area 
during June 2021.  Source: Climate Prediction Center / 
NCEP.   
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Figure 28: Rainfall recorded in 5 stations shows 
lower rainfall in June 2021 than Long Period 
Average (1991-2020) 

JUNE 2021  

Figure 26: Contour plot showing monthly 
accumulated rainfall (in mm) of June 2021. 



Days with showers were observed on 4th, 12th, 25th, 27th, 28th and 29th. Among them, firstly 

its over southern-most atolls on 4th, due to convection associated with Low Level Circulation far 

southeast of Addu Atoll. On 12th June, showers experienced over northern atolls while there was 

an off-shore trough at mean sea level extending over Lakshadweep area. Subsequently there were 

showers over the country on 25th and 27th  that resulted from combined effect of a trough over the 

coast of south India and a low pressure over southeast of Maldives.  

 

 Lastly, towards end of the month, there were some 

showers in central atolls on28th and in northern atolls on 

29th, where a weak circulation persisted over southwest of 

Maldives and another cyclonic circulation over Comorin 

area and adjoining equatorial Indian Ocean. It was also 

noted that a surface Low was predicted over respective 

areas over most rain days.  

 

Though it was less rain recorded across the country 

during the month, active Somali Jet associated with cross equatorial flow over western Arabian 

Sea resulted some strong winds over Maldives area. It was observed that while a low-level 

circulation located around 2.5S, 60E on 3rd June, the cross-equatorial flow was further west side 

with Arabian Sea branch strongly over northwest of the area and Bay of Bengal (BoB) branch over 

Maldives area. On 19th June, the flow became stronger and extended eastwards. Due to that, 

Arabian Sea branch became more enhanced towards west coast of India and BoB branch extended 

Figure 32: 850 hpa vector wind (m/s). 
Source: NOAA National Center for 

   

Figure 29: MMS model run 21 
UTC on 05062021, showing 
lower LOR over southern-most 
area of Maldives 

Figure 30: MMS model run of 21 
UTC on 27062021, showing 
lower LOR over the country 

Figure 31: MMS model run of 21 
UTC on 28062021, showing lower 
LOR over central and northern atolls 



further eastwards from Maldives. Hence, during the month, average winds remained within 

westerly component at a speed of 10-20 miles per hour particularly over central atolls during first 

half of the month and 

gradually weaken to 5-15 

miles per hour across the 

country in the latter half. 

Wave surges were expected 

during the 1st half of the 

month and seafarers were 

advised to take necessary 

precautions. Apart from 

that, 9 White alerts were issued for strong winds of 19-24 mile per hour and rough seas during 

the 1st week.  

 

Table 1: Highest maximum, minimum and average tempeerature of June 2021 are shown in the following table 

including number of thunderdays and maximum gust wind.  

Station No of 
Thunder 

days 

Highest 
Temp_Max 

Lowest 
Temp_Min 

Average 
Temp_Mean 

Max-
Gust(knots) 

Hanimaadhoo 3 32.7 23.6 29.1 W-33 
Hulhule 1 33.2 23.8 29.6 W-35 
Kadhdhoo 5 33.1 22.5 29.3 W-27 
Kaadedhdhoo 3 32.3 23.0 28.8 NW-31 
Gan 1 32.4 22.4 28.7 W-35 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 33: Surface streamline analysis 
of MMS model run of 12 UTC on 
03062021, showing strong winds 
associated with active East-African jet 
and strong winds over Maldives area. 

Figure 34: Surface streamline analysis 
of MMS model run of 12 UTC on 
19062021, showing light winds over 
Maldives area 
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Figure 35: Daily Rainfall recorded during June 2021. 



 

 

During the month of July, strong monsoon surge was developed 

over the Arabian sea due to the intensification of Somali Jet. The strong 

westerly winds carried moistures across the peninsula India and reached 

their way to southwest of Bay of Bengal across the central and northern 

part of Maldives which ultimately enhanced the southwest monsoon 

condition over the Maldives. As a result, a sudden burst of rain and strong 

winds were observed on 9th and 10th of July across the northern and central 

part of the country. Heaviest rainfall of 71 millimeters were recorded at the 

Meteorological office in HDh. Hanimaadhoo on 9th July and 51 millimeters 

in Ha.Kelaa on the following day. Gust wind speed of 44 and 

41 miles per hour were registered at the National 

Meteorological Centre, Hulhule and at the Meteorological 

office in Hanimaadhoo on 8th and 10th July respectively. Maldives Meteorological Service (MMS) 

had issued an Orang warning on 9th July with validity from 1700 hours to 2100 hours local time 

with the possible occurrence of torrential rain, strong winds of 34 to 40 miles per hour, gust of 55 

miles per hour and very rough seas with swell wave surges.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 38: Orange warning issued by 
MMS  on 9th July 2021. 

Figure 37: Radar imagery of 9th July 2021 at 1157 hours, 
local time. It is showing very intense cloud moving over 
central atolls.  

July 2021  

Figure 36: Contour plot showing 
monthly accumulated rainfall (in mm) 
of July 2021. 



During the first 10 days of the month, daily average 

strong winds of 10 – 20 miles per hour prevailed in central 

and northern part of the country. When the strong wind 

started to cease from 13th July onwards, there were 

consecutive two days where Male’ was hit by swell waves. 

The wave was approaching from the east and northern side 

of Male’. It occurred mostly during high tides and flooded 

the streets near the eastern and northern side of Male.  

 

Apart from the active Somali Jet, there was a dual cyclonic circulation in the southwest 

and southeast of Addu City. Due to these circulations, the 

cross-equatorial flow was disorganized at the surface level 

until 21st of July.  Around 22nd of July, once the dual 

circulations got weakened, the cross-equatorial flow was 

established and a trough associated with it was running its 

axis across central and southern part of Maldives. Due to the 

combined effect of the above systems, surface winds were 

strengthened over central and northern part of the country 

between 21st and 27th of the month. Gust wind speed of 48 

miles per hour was recorded at the National Meteorological 

Centre, Hulhule’ on 25th of July with a heavy rain of 61 

millimeters. This strong wind episode coincided with the 

highest tide of the Luna cycle of the month.  However, there 

were no report of swell or tidal wave surges from any of the 

island during this period. Furthermore, a low-pressure area 

had formed over northwest Bay of Bengal with its vertical 

extension up to 7.6km above mean sea level on 22nd of July. 

The system intensified in to a well-Marked Low-pressure 

area on 28th of July and it had moved to northwestwards, 

Figure 39: Some Parts of 
Boduthakurufaanu Magu of Male City 
was flooded due to swell wave surges 
occurred on 14th July 2021. 

Figure 40: FY2G Satellite imagery of 
25th July at 1201 Local time, showing 
very intense convective clouds formed 
over the west of Maldives and moving 
over the atolls.  

Figure 41: Daily accumulated rainfall,  
values above 50mm depicted. 



towards the coast of West Bengal and neighbourhood and weakened on 31st of July. During the 

month of July, 33 white Alerts, 8 yellow alerts and 1 Orange advisory were issued. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The following are the severe weather event information and its related pictures which was 

taken from different sources including online medias and social media posts. According to the 

Maldives National Defense Force (MNDF), a fishing fiber vessel with 25 people had got broken 

into a half,  due to rough seas, around 8.95 nautical miles away from north of Ga.Dhevvadhoo. 

This incident was reported around 07:11 hours local time on 3rd July. Further, the roads were 

flooded in S.Hithadhoo on 23rd July due to heavy rain and a house roof from the same island was 

blown away due to strong winds.  Furthermore, it was reported by one of the online media that 

on 25th July, Maldives Ports Limited (MPL) building roof was blown away due to strong winds. 

Also, on the same day, some flights from Ha.Horafushi Airport  got cancelled due to dust blowing 

from the prevailing strong winds over the area. 

Figure 42 : IMD:GFS Model (12km) 850 
hpa wind in kts, forecast valid for 18 UTC of 
10th July 2021. It shows a dual cyclonic 
circulation in the southwest and southeast of 
Addu City. Source: https://nwp.imd.gov.in 

Figure 43: MMS: GFS Model (30km) run on 22 July 
2021 at 12 UTC, Surface streamlines Analysis in 
kts. It is showing the well-established cross-
equatorial flow and a trough associated with it was 
running its axis across central and southern part of 
Maldives. It is also showing a low-pressure area over 
northwest Bay of Bengal.  



  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 44: A fishing vessel called " 
Mohir" around 8.95 nautical miles 
away from the north of 
Ga.Dhevvadhoo had broken into half 

     
 

Figure 45: An image showing the Maldives 
ports limited building roof, which was blown 
away due to strong on 25th July 2021. 
Source:  https://dhen.mv/105511 
 

Figure 46: MNDF has taken 
precautionary measure against the flood 
due heavy rain in S.Hithadhoo on 25th 
July 2021. 
 Image courtesy: MNDF 

Figure 48: A roof of the house in 
S.Hithadhoo was blown away. 
Image courtesy: MNDF 

Figure 47: Ha.Hoarafushi Airport runway. 
Some part of runway  is filled with dust due 
to strong winds on 25th July 2021. 
Source: 
http://mihaaru.com/business/94900 



 

 

Following an enhanced wind episode during late July, first week 

of August observed relatively calmer winds over the Maldives region. 

Owing to a circulation in the south west of Maldives in the Arabian sea, a 

COL region dominated over south and parts of central area of the country 

during this time. Subsequently, from 06th August onwards, the East 

African Jet (EAJ) which was located north of the country widened over 

north and central Maldives. This resulted in the circulation in south west 

of the country to become more organized and move eastward over 

southern atolls. Meanwhile the north - south trough formed by EAJ was 

prominent as well. Due to the combined effect, strong 

winds prevailed over most of the country, especially 

north and central area. This period observed 10 – 20mph average winds over majority of the 

country, except for southern most atolls. Maximum gust winds of 39mph were recorded at 

Hulhule’ and Gdh.Kaadehdhoo and 37mph was recorded at L. Kahdhoo on 6th August.  Upper-

level divergence of the SW circulation become prominent from 09th August onwards and 

convective activity enhanced over southern area. Maximum gust wind of 40mph and rainfall of 

55mm was recorded at Gdh.Kaadehdhoo on 12th – 13th August.  

 

 

AUGUST 2021  

Figure 50: Public post regarding strengthening wind over 
the country 

Figure 51: The circulation in SW generated 
significantly strong upper-level divergence 
over south - central Maldives. 

Figure 49:Contour plot showing monthly 
accumulated rainfall (in mm) of Aug 2021. 



These two features persisted till 16th August 

and thereafter, the convection was less marked as the 

circulation moved further south west and away from 

Maldives. Meanwhile, the formation of a fresh 

circulation in south eastern Indian Ocean formed a 

COL between the SW circulation by 17th August, and 

the former progressed westwards, along far south of 

the country. This resulted in the SW circulation to 

weaken and also the EAJ was pushed further 

northwards. No significant weather system was 

observed in the area for the next 4 days. While the 

circulation in the far south persisted, a fresh cyclonic 

circulation formed over South west Bay of Bengal, off 

the coast of Sri Lanka area. The circulation enhanced 

over the next few days, forming a northeast- southwest oriented trough around 24th August. The 

trough resulted in intense convection over west of Maldives with advection over the country. 

This circulation over far southeast of Maldives persisted throughout rest of the month. 

Meanwhile a fresh low-pressure area was formed as a new circulation concentrated over 

Northwest Bay of Bengal, along with an off shore trough over Karnataka to Kerala coast around 

26th August, this maintained strong westerly winds over most of the country as well as resulted 

in convection over north – central atolls and west of the country.  

 

A total of 26 weather alerts, 25 white alert and 1 yellow alert was issued during the month.  

 

 

  

Figure 52: MNDF reported response to damages due 
to strong gust winds during the morning of 9th 
August at Hdh Kulhudhufushi 



 

 

            Unlike last year, the month of September began with fine weather 

with a period of monsoon break over Maldives region. The first half of the 

month was fine and no severe weather recorded anywhere in the country. 

However, A wind convergence was formed over the central and southern 

atolls on 14th and lasted up to 15th, resulting formation of localized intense 

convection over the southern and central parts of the country. Heavy rainfall 

of 108, 83, and 52 millimeters was recorded in Gdh. Kaadehdhoo, GA. 

Kooddoo and F.Nilandhoo respectively.   

 

 

 

Other spells of severe weather were experienced throughout the country from 23rd to 27th 

September. In the near equatorial zone, convection remains strong with the presence of low-

pressure system around 8.96° S and 80.44° E. This system caused formation of intense convective 

clouds over southern areas on 23rd September. Heavy rainfall of 71 millimeters was recorded at 

the Meteorological Office, Gan. The low-pressure system moved further southwest and its 

influence ceased over the southern atolls on 24th.    

SEPTEMBER 2021  

 

 

 

 

Figure 53: Contour plot showing monthly 
accumulated rainfall (in mm) of Sep 2021. 

Figure 57: A branch of 
tree fallen in Majeedhee 
Magu, Male city on 15 
Sep 2021 at 0440 UTC. 

Figure 54: Figure 15:Surface 
streamlines valid for 15th Sep 
2021 at 0000 UTC. 

Figure 55: Wind 
convergence, 15 Sep 2021 
at 0000 UTC.  source: 
Nullscool.net 

Figure 56: Upper-level 
divergence, 15 Sept 2021 at 
0000 UTC. Source: 
http://tropic.ssec.wisc.edu/ 



 

On 24th September, a cyclonic circulation formed over east central Bay of Bengal. The 

environmental condition was favorable for further indemnification of this system and within 12 

hours and it was intensified into a low-pressure area on 24th September evening. Its associated 

trough lies over Sri Lanka and up to Maldives.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 58: FY2G Satellite imagery of 
23rd Sep 2021 at 0701 Local time, 
showing very intense convective over 
the atolls.  

Figure 59: Upper-level Divergence of 23rd 
Sep 2021 at 0000 UTC, showing significant 
divergence area over west of Maldives.  

Figure 60: Significant wave 
height of 22nd Sep 2021 at 
1800 UTC.   

Figure 61: Synoptic chart of 26 Sep 
2021 at 0000 UTC. Source:  
https://www.tmd.go.th/en/weather_ma
p.php 

Figure 63: FY2G Satellite 
imagery of 26th Sep 2021 at 
0701 Local time,  

Figure 62: Storm Track. 
Source: 
https://rsmcnewdelhi.imd.g
ov.in/    



Due to the intensification of this systems the trough deepens and convective activity 

enhanced and winds over Maldives strengthen over entire country. Squally showers and surface 

winds sustained between 15 to 25 mph and rough seas were reported on 25th. Due to rough seas 

high waves of 6 to 8 feet were observed in open seas. Few waves surge also reported in central 

and northern atolls and severe flooding due to waves surges were reported in Lh. Kurendhoo. A 

soccer ground was damaged and 3 household was flooded and furniture’s were damaged on 

early hours of 24th September.   

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

On 26th September, The Deep Depression over northwest and adjoining west central BoB 

was intensified into a cyclonic storm GULAB. This system slowly moved westwards towards 

Andhra Pradesh-south Odisha coast. The Cyclonic storm GULAB was on central Bay of Bengal 

on 26th and its associated trough remains over Maldives area. Under the influence Cyclone 

GULAB and its associated trough brought severe weather over the country. Squally showers were 

experienced in many atolls.  AWS in HDh. Kulhudhuffushi recorded 93 millimeters of rainfall on 

26th September. Sea incidents such as Capsized of a Safari boat were among most disastrous event 

happened on 26th September.  

Figure 64: Flood due to 
wave surges. Lh.Kurendhoo 
on 24th Sep 2021 

Figure 66: Flood due to wave 
surges. Lh.Kurendhoo on 24th Sep 
2021 

Figure 65: Soccer ground of 
Lh.Kurendhoo was damaged due to 
wave surge on 24th Sept 2021. 



   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A 41-year-old man has died after Safari “Handy Cruiser” capsized around 8:40 am. The 

man was one of the seven people taken to IGMH in critical condition after the Safari vessel started 

sinking 4 nautical miles off Thilafushi, closer to capital city Malé. The deceased man was a foreign 

national. Local news reported that while passengers were thrown adrift after the boat sank, 

Maldives National Defense Force (MNDF) had managed to secure all 17 passengers and 

transported them to the capital city Malé. The bad weather was lasted till 27th until the Cyclonic 

storm land fall over Odisha (India) coast.  

 

Total 32 alerts were issued for severe weather events unfolded during the month of 

September. Among those, 1 orange alerts, 8 yellow alerts and 23 white alerts were issued. Orange 

alerts were mainly issued for high winds of 34 – 40 mph with very rough seas. 

 

 

 

  

Figure 67 : IMD:GFS Model 
(12km) 850 hpa wind in kts, 
forecast valid for 0000 UTC of 
26th Sep 2021. Source: 
https://nwp.imd.gov.in 

Figure 68: An image of Handy Cruiser Safari. A 41-year-old man has 
died due to capsized of the ship around 8:40 am of 26th Sept 2021.  



 

 

October started with development of cyclonic storm SHAHEEN over 

NE Arabian seas. Which later intensified in to a Sever cyclonic storm. Because 

of the location of this system, it did not have any major effects on weather over 

Maldives. On 3rd October, Cyclone Shaheen made landfall in Oman, near 

Muscat, after traveling through the Gulf of Oman from the Arabian 

Sea. Compared to climatological data rainfall in October was below normal 

owing to neutral ENSO, negative IOD and MJO in phase 4.  

 

43 Alerts were issued 

during October (29 white and 14 

yellow), all of the yellow alerts 

issued were associated with 

strong winds. 2 periods of strong 

average winds occurred during 

this month. One from 4th to 6th 

October, the other much longer 

period from 12th to 18th October. 

From 4th to 6th moderate to strong 

westerly winds occurred due 

development of a cyclonic circulation over Sri Lanka and trough associated with system extended 

over the Maldives causing strong winds and some rainfall. Average wind of 21mph and gust of 

32 mph was recorded at the Meteorological office,  Hanimaadhoo and 26mph with gust of 31mph 

was recorded at the National Meteorological Center, Hulhule’. Winds over southern most atolls 

were reported weak compared to central and northern atolls. One major incident occurred during 

this period. A boat sunk over northern Maldives, 5 people were lost to seas but was later rescued. 

Rainfall of 57mm was observed in Ha.Kelaa on 5th. 

OCTOBER 2021  

 

 

 

 

Figure 70: Synoptic chart of 4th 
Oct 2021, showing a surface Low 
over north of Sri Lanka and Kerela 
coast. Source: 
https://www.tmd.go.th/en/weather

 

 

Figure 71: A supply vessel traveled 
from K.Kaashidhoo to Lhaviyani atoll 
was sunk due to  strong winds and 
rough seas on  5th Oct 2021.  

 

Figure 69: Contour plot showing monthly 
accumulated rainfall (in mm) of Oct 2021. 



From 12th to 18th 

combined effects of a 

cyclonic circulation over 

East central Bay of 

Bengal and a cyclonic 

circulation over East 

central Arabian Sea 

(intensified in to a low-pressure area on 14th) resulted in strong 

westerlies across Maldives. 14 yellow alerts for strong winds 

were issued during this time period. Average winds of 43mph 

with gusts of 51mph was recorded at the National 

Meteorological Center, Hulhule on 16th.  

 

Social media news bulletin was release ahead of events 

on 11th October prompting general public to be cautious. 

Despite early warnings through social media and news some 

incidents occurred during this 

period. On an incident that 

occurred on 16th 3 people (a women 

and two children) were thrown 

aboard from speed boat due to 

rough sea. The women passed 

away later in hospital and one of 

the children was lost to the sea. 

Also, on 18th a man fishing at a jetty 

fell and passed away. 

 

 

 

Figure 72: Social media news bulletin issued on oct 11th 

Figure 73: MPL Pilot boat was Sinking 
and divers from MNDF coastguards 
helped in harbor on Oct 16. 

Figure 74: Three people thrown 
overboard from a speed boat due 
to rough seas on 16th Oct. There 
were 2 casualties in this 
incident.  

Figure 75: Fisherman fell down 
from jetty due to strong winds 
and died on 18th Oct.   

 



During this period northern and central atolls also 

received significant rainfall. On 18th K.Guraidhoo received 

52.4mm of rainfall and AA.Himandhoo received 56mm of 

rainfall. On 23rd heavy rainfall of  64 and 45 millimeters were 

recorded   in L.Kadhoo and Hdh.kulhudhufushi respectively and 

63 millimeter was observed in Ha.kelaa on 30th. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 77: Average and Maximum wind speed of Oct 15th Oct. Maximum gust wind of 
49 mph recorded at the AWS in HDh.Kulhudhuffushi.  

Figure 76: Circulation over SE 
Arabian seas and circulation over 
south west of Maldives. winds 
from these systems converging 
over Maldives on Oct 15th. 

Figure 78: Daily Rainfall for Oct 2021.  



 

 

Windy conditions were observed over Maldives for the most of the 

days in November. Low level cyclonic circulations formed in BoB and 

Comorin areas moved to Arabian sea while intensifying in LOPA and 

depressions during this month. The joint affect of systems in Arabian 

sea and BoB and Comorin areas caused strong wind over Maldives.  

Near Equatorial Trough was over south of Maldives during November. 

A total of 89 weather alerts were issued in November (80 white and 9 

yellow), most of them were issued for strong winds. Fairly widespread 

precipitation occurred over the country during first week of the month 

followed by scattered showers in mid-month. ITCZ 

being over southern atolls heavy showers occurred in 

southern areas in the mid-November. End of month (last week), convections associated with 

ITCZ moved in to northern and central Maldives causing some heavy showers in this area. 

 

As mentioned above, 

starting of November scattered 

heavy showers were observed 

over country due to the low-

pressure area over comorim area. 

Specially on 3rd November central 

and northern atolls experienced 

heavy showers and some islands 

in Meemu atoll suffered severe floods. M.Muli was the most effected island but unfortunately 

M.Muli AWS stopped receiving data later afternoon on 3rd. 86mm on rain was reported before 

the AWS went down. On 11th Hdh.Kulhudhufushi recived a rainfall of 75mm.  

 

 

Figure 79: Contour plot showing monthly 
accumulated rainfall (in mm) of Nov 2021. 

Figure 80: Synoptic chart of 
3rd Nov, showing a Low 
Pressure Area over Comorin 
areas. 

Figure 81: Floods caused by heavy 
rain in 3 islands of Meemu atoll on 3rd 
Nov 2021. 

NOVEMBER 2021  

 

 

 

 



Scattered showers continued over the country till 8th.  On 9th MMS released social media 

news bulleting followed by another bulleting on 11th , predicting strong winds over the country 

for the upcoming three days due to low pressure systems in Arabian sea and Bay of Bengal (both 

systems later intensified in to Depressions).  Generally, most of the days in November was windy 

specially during mid-November where average winds were between 13 to 23 mph. gusts reaching 

up to 38mph. winds were not as strong as they were in October and also due to casualties caused 

by bad weather in October general public were more cautious leading to no major incidents 

caused by rough seas and strong winds. Also, government passed on a law which mandated 

vessels less than 9m in length cannot travel during yellow, orange and red alerts. 

 

On 21st november southern atolls experienced heavy rainfall of 53 mm in Ga.Koodoo, 

48mm in G.dh. Kaadehdhoo, 50mm in G.fuvahmulah, 49 in S.Hulhudhoo , 67 mm in S.Hithadhoo 

and 51 in S.Gan. At the end of the month, convections associated with ITCZ moved in to central 

and northern areas and caused heavy showers in this region. Notably 44 mm was observed in 

HDh. Kulhudhufusshi on 27th and 53 mm in K.dhiffushi on 29th. 

Figure 82: MNDF pumping water out of 
flooded roads in greater male' area on 3rd 
Nov 2021. 

Figure 84: News bulleting issued via social media for predicting strong winds and rough seas from Nov 10th to Nov 
14th . 

Figure 83: News bulleting issued via social media on 1st November 
for predicting severe weather for next three days. 



 

 

The month of December is climatologically knowing as a transition 

month between southwest monsoon and northeast monsoon and is also the 

post cyclone duration for the two basins of Bay of Bengal and Andaman 

Sea. Much like last year’s December, this year’s December also highlighted 

a cyclonic storm “JAWAD” that has intensified from a low-pressure area 

over Andaman Sea around 4th December. The significant weather observed 

over the country for the month of December are namely on the second 

week with heavy rainfall and the third week of the month where winds got 

much lighter and shifted northeasterly bringing in haze 

from the Indian peninsular over northern and central 

atolls, diminishing the visibility to less than 4 km. Apart from these synoptics usual climatic 

conditions prevailed over the country with light and variable winds and thunderstorms.  

 

The month started off with a cyclonic circulation over Andaman Sea which later would 

intensify to a cyclone and move in to Bay of Bengal, along with a cyclonic circulation over 

Lakshadweep area, although this system had no effect on Maldives.  Meanwhile on 4th Near 

Equatorial trough (NET) persisted over south of Maldives with embedded circulations, due to 

this convective activity increased over southern atolls. Heavy rainfall of 53mm was observed on 

4th December at the AWS in Gdh.Kaadehdhoo. On the following day a heavy rainfall of 52mm 

and 69mm was observed at Gdh.Kaadedhoo Meteorological Office and Gdh.Thinadhoo AWS 

respectively. 
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Figure 86: 24 hours accumulated rainfall for 4th 
and 5th December.  

Figure 87: 24 hours accumulated rainfall 
for 11th December. 

Figure 85: Contour plot showing monthly 
accumulated rainfall (in mm) of Dec 2021. 



After the first week of December the remnants of Cyclone “JAWAD” has weakened over 

to north Arabian sea, and ITCZ had stated its annual northward movement. This movement of 

ITCZ was the synoptic highlight of this year’s December. From 9th onwards almost all parts of the 

country received a substantial number of showers along with heavy showers as well. A 

staggering 135mm was recorded at the National Meteorological Centre, Hulhule on 11th 

December. This had caused a major flooding incident in Male City. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The third week began with a cyclonic circulation off the coast of Sri Lanka on 16th 

December which has influenced a formation of a new Low-Pressure Area (LPA) over southwest 

Bay of Bengal and a ridge extending from southwest Arabian sea towards Maldives. Although 

these systems have a very little impact on Maldives, wind direction had started to change to 

northeasterly thus brining in the annual haze phenomena over the country. Haze typically starts 

to show around Mid-December up until end of march. This time with the inhibition of convective 

activity from third week onwards and strong northeasterly’s over from gulf of Mannaar haze had 

a tremendous impact. Meteorological office of Hanimaadhoo and National Meteorological Center 

had also reported less than 5km of visibility.  

 

 

-This concludes the main report - 

Figure 90: Hanimaadhoo 
Visibility reduced due to Haze. 
Source: MMS files. 

 

Figure 88: TMD synoptic chart showing 
cyclone “JAWAD”.  Source: Thai Met 

Figure 89: Male flooded 
due to heavy rain.  



Appendix 1: Monthly Maximum, Minimum and Average Temperature for North (Hanimaadhoo 

Meteorological Office), Central (National Meteorological Center, Hulhule’) and South (Gan 

Meteorological Office). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Highest Maximum temperature was 33.9 degree Celsius, recorded at the National Meteorological Center, Hulhule 
on 28th April 2021.  
Lowest Minimum temperature was 21.9 degree Celsius, recorded at the National Meteorological Center, Hulhule on 
15th September 2021. 
 

 



Appendix 2: The following are the Monthly Wind Rose for North (HDh.Hanimadhoo) , Central 

(Hulhule’) and South (S.Gan) . Wind rose was computed with daily mean wind direction and wind 

speed. Wind speed is shown in miles per hour (mph).  

Wind Rose for HDh. Hanimaadhoo  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Wind Rose for Hulhule  

   



Wind Rose for S.Gan 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Appendix 3: The following figure shows the monthly distribution of weather alerts issued in 
the year 2021 and their categories.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

******* 

During the year 2021, total of 396 White Alerts , 109 Yellow Alerts and 11 Orange Alerts were issued. The 
highest number (131) of Alerts were issued in the month of May 2021. The second highest number of Alerts 
were issued in the month of November 2021.  
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